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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 
 
 

New Insights into Small-Scale Vertical Distributions of Phytoplankton 
 
 
 

by 
 
 
 

Jennifer Chan Prairie 
 
 
 

Doctor of Philosophy in Oceanography 
 
 
 

University of California, San Diego, 2011 
 
 
 

Professor Peter J. S. Franks, Chair 
 
 
 
 

 Phytoplankton are the building blocks of marine pelagic food webs, fixing carbon 

through photosynthesis and providing food to higher trophic levels. Thus, how 

phytoplankton are distributed spatially can significantly affect important ecological 

processes such as carbon cycling and trophic dynamics. In this dissertation, I present 

analyses of vertical phytoplankton distributions on scales of a meter and less using data 

from a novel free-falling planar laser imaging fluorometer, the FIDO-Φ. I frequently 

observed peaks in fluorescent particle concentration with no coincident peaks in bulk 

fluorescence. These cryptic peaks may be regions of local importance for zooplankton 

foraging and aggregate formation, and are undetectable using methods that only measure 
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bulk fluorescence. Small-scale variability was also observed in particle size spectra and 

the distribution of total particles throughout the water column. However, changes in these 

variables did not explain much of the observed structure in fluorescent particle 

concentration. This result suggests that small-scale phytoplankton distributions are likely 

controlled by complex interactions between different factors, and cannot be predicted 

accurately from simple correlations. To resolve these interactions, I developed a model 

that describes the control of gradients in phytoplankton abundance by biological and 

physical dynamics. The model predicted that the maximum strength of phytoplankton 

gradients is determined by a balance between turbulent mixing and the rate of 

phytoplankton layer formation. Comparing these results with phytoplankton gradient data 

and simultaneous physical measurements allowed estimation of the rate of layer 

formation and the minimum possible phytoplankton layer thickness. This understanding 

of the mechanisms underlying phytoplankton layer formation will allow better prediction 

of small-scale phytoplankton distributions. Analyzing images from the FIDO-Φ also 

allowed the investigation of the spatial distributions of phytoplankton on centimeter 

scales. The data revealed that individual large phytoplankton or fluorescent aggregates 

can cause microscale peaks in chlorophyll a fluorescence. The investigation of small-

scale vertical phytoplankton distributions presented in this dissertation provides 

knowledge of local phytoplankton variability – the backdrop upon which fundamental 

ecological processes take place. 
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CHAPTER I. 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 The study of the ocean on scales of a meter and less is intrinsically important to 

understanding plankton ecology, since these are the scales at which individual organisms 

live, move, and perceive their environment. Our knowledge of phytoplankton on these 

scales has long been hindered by limitations in instrumentation. However, classical work 

on phytoplankton distributions in the ocean has laid the groundwork for recent research 

on small-scale plankton dynamics. The early paradigm that the ocean is biologically 

uniform has been replaced with the understanding that the biological community can 

exhibit significant spatial structure on very small scales (Denman and Gargett, 1995).  

Early literature concluded that plankton is most commonly over-dispersed in the ocean, 

that is, it shows a tendency toward clumping and aggregations (Cassie, 1963). Vertical 

patchiness of plankton populations in the water column has long been recognized. This 

spatial structure has been observed on a broad range of scales and in many forms, 

including layers and gradients (Derenbach et al., 1979; Mitchell and Fuhrman 1989; 

Owen 1989).  

With recent advances in technology, we are beginning to achieve accurate 

measurements of both fine-scale (meter) and micro-scale (centimeter) distributions of 

phytoplankton (Holliday et al., 2003). Frequent observations of intense thin layers of 

chlorophyll a or optical properties have shown that phytoplankton distributions can often 

demonstrate persistent vertical heterogeneity on the scale of meters (e.g., Cowles et al. 

1998; Dekshenieks et al. 2001; McManus et al. 2003; Ryan et al. 2008; Sullivan et al.  
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2010). These layers can be formed by many different biological and physical mechanisms 

(Derenbach et al. 1979; Franks et al. 1995; Cheriton et al. 2009; Durham et al. 2009; 

Ryan et al. 2010) and their composition may often differ markedly from that of the water 

column as a whole (Rines et al. 2002; Prairie et al. 2010). Understanding the nature of 

these fine-scale features is fundamental to plankton ecology, since many ecological 

processes such as zooplankton foraging and aggregate formation may take place at 

disproportionately high rates in these regions (Alldredge et al. 2002; McManus et al. 

2003; Prairie et al. 2010).  

Recent work has tried to elucidate implications of small-scale phytoplankton 

structure on trophic dynamics and carbon flux by comparing the vertical distribution of 

phytoplankton to that of other ecologically important types of particles, such as 

zooplankton or aggregates. Using a combination of traditional sampling, acoustics, and 

optical imaging, higher zooplankton biomass has often been observed associated with 

regions of increased concentrations of phytoplankton or chlorophyll a (Holliday et al. 

2003; McManus et al. 2003; Menden-Deuer 2008; Benoit-Bird et al. 2009). In addition, 

zooplankton grazing rates have been shown to be enhanced within phytoplankton layers 

(Menden-Deuer and Fredrickson 2010). These observations support laboratory findings 

demonstrating that certain zooplankton can seek out and remain in regions of high prey 

concentration (Tiselius 1992; Menden-Deuer and Grünbaum 2006). In addition, recent 

advances in in-situ video imaging have allowed the observation of heterogeneous vertical 

distributions of marine snow aggregates (Jackson et al. 1997; Gorsky et al. 2000; 

Checkley et al. 2008; Picheral et al. 2010). Since increased phytoplankton concentrations 
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may lead to increased rates of aggregate formation (Jackson 1990; Kiørboe 1997), it is 

essential to link these vertical distributions of aggregates to phytoplankton layers. 

Others have attempted to learn more about phytoplankton thin layers by analyzing 

the composition of the phytoplankton assemblage in relation to changes in its vertical 

distribution. For example, Rines et al. (2002) observed that phytoplankton layers often 

have very different taxonomic compositions than the water column as a whole. However, 

one of the most instructive approaches to investigate changes in the phytoplankton 

community is by exploring variations in its size structure (Sheldon 1972), since 

phytoplankton size distributions can affect phytoplankton population dynamics and 

particle sinking rates (Shanks and Trent 1980; Zhou and Huntley 1997; McDonnell and 

Buesseler 2010). Exploring phytoplankton size structure may be especially important 

since it has been shown to vary significantly spatially (Barnes et al. 2011), even vertically 

over small-scales (Ruiz et al. 1996; Franks and Jaffe 2008). 

 Understanding the basic dynamics of vertical phytoplankton distributions requires 

knowledge of the mechanisms that act to control them. Many studies have proposed 

plausible mechanisms for phytoplankton layer formation (Derenbach et al., 1979; Franks, 

1995; Young et al., 2001; Durham et al. 2009), but in the field it has been difficult to 

definitively characterize the operating mechanisms for specific phytoplankton layers 

(Sullivan et al. 2005; Ryan et al. 2008; Cheriton et al. 2009; Steinbuck et al. 2009). 

Recent insight into the biological and physical dynamics influencing small-scale 

phytoplankton distributions has been provided by the development of models of 

phytoplankton layer formation and maintenance (Stacey et al. 2007; Birch et al. 2008; 

Birch et al. 2009). From further theoretical work coupled with multidisciplinary field 
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studies, we may be able to elucidate what factors control phytoplankton layer formation, 

allowing us to better predict the occurrence of these ecologically important features. 

Models may also reveal information on the temporal and spatial scales of phytoplankton 

patches, providing an improved understanding of their importance for ecological 

processes such as trophic dynamics and carbon cycling. 

 Important technological developments have led to a recent surge of investigations 

on the micro-scale distribution of phytoplankton. Many studies have deployed high-

resolution fluorometers, discovering layers and gradients as thin as a centimeter or less 

(Desiderio et al., 1993; Doubell et al., 2006; Yamazaki et al. 2006; Doubell et al. 2009). 

Others have used syringe-sampling devices and have found structure and clustering on 

centimeter scales (Mitchell and Fuhrman, 1989; Bjornsen and Nielsen, 1991; Waters et 

al., 2003). The inhomogeneities found in these studies seem to contradict some of the 

most recent work on phytoplankton distributions using imaging technology. Malkiel et 

al., (2006) used holography to view the 3D distributions of particles, and found no 

significant differences in the nearest-neighbor distances of dinoflagellates and randomly 

distributed particles. Franks and Jaffe (2001) presented the initial analysis of images from 

a planar laser imaging fluorometer, suggesting that fluorescent particles were distributed 

randomly on centimeter scales. These discrepancies in recent findings may result from 

the different methods in which these studies have explored microscale phytoplankton 

distributions. While studies which used imaging devices have analyzed the spatial 

distribution of individual particles, the studies which used fluorometers or water samples 

analyzed structure in chlorophyll a or fluorescence, bulk measurements which are proxies 

for phytoplankton biomass. At scales less than a centimeter, large individual 
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phytoplankton or fluorescent aggregates may obstruct the interpretation of bulk 

chlorophyll a or fluorescence data. Thus, it is not clear whether observed peaks in 

chlorophyll a or fluorescence are due to changes in phytoplankton concentration or 

variations in the size of phytoplankton cells in a small sample volume (Desiderio et al., 

1993). Unraveling these methodological issues is essential to resolving phytoplankton 

distributions at these scales. 

 Knowledge of small-scale vertical phytoplankton distributions and the dynamics 

that control them is fundamental to many aspects of plankton ecology, since local 

changes in phytoplankton concentrations can affect small-scale plankton dynamics, with 

implications for large-scale ecosystem processes. Regions of increased phytoplankton 

concentration can result in increased zooplankton abundances and grazing rates, as shown 

theoretically, in laboratory experiments, and in the field (Davis et al. 1991; Tiselius 1992; 

Leising and Franks 2000; Menden-Deuer and Grünbaum 2006; Menden-Deuer and 

Fredrickson 2010). In addition, rates of aggregate formation and consequently carbon 

flux will be enhanced in phytoplankton layers (Jackson 1990; Kiørboe 1997). Recent 

studies have also shown that bacteria may be able to chemotactically locate and settle 

large phytoplankton and marine snow aggregates; thus microscale changes in 

phytoplankton biomass may affect local nutrient cycling (Mitchell et al. 1985; Azam and 

Long 2001; Kiørboe and Jackson 2001). All of these studies have demonstrated that 

previous estimates of ecological processes, which are averaged over the depth of the 

water column, may be missing important small-scale variability that occurs at the scale of 

the individual. Despite the importance of these small-scale variations, we are only 

beginning to understand small-scale phytoplankton distributions in the ocean. In this 
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dissertation, I use novel field data and theory to explore small-scale vertical 

phytoplankton dynamics, and their implications for large-scale phenomena. 

 

Thesis Overview 

 To determine the vertical distribution of phytoplankton over a range of small-

scales, I have used data from a planar laser imaging fluorometer, the FIDO-, which was 

deployed in the Santa Barbara Channel in 2006. Using the FIDO- to study 

phytoplankton distributions has an important advantage over other methods – the ability 

to obtain simultaneous vertical profiles of both bulk fluorescence and fluorescent particle 

concentration. By comparing these profiles, I observed cryptic peaks in fluorescent 

particle concentration with no concurrent peaks in bulk fluorescence (Chapter 2). These 

peaks represent small-scale structure in specific groups of phytoplankton that may have 

important implications for ecological processes. However, these peaks would be invisible 

using other sampling methods. 

 The version of the FIDO- used during the 2006 cruise also allowed the 

comparison of the vertical distribution of fluorescent particles to that of particles as a 

whole in the water column (Chapter 3). Through this analysis, I observed that small-scale 

structure in phytoplankton distributions often was reflected in the distribution of other 

particles; however, at times the distribution of these two types of particles varied 

independently. I also identified dramatic fluctuations in the size structure of both 

fluorescent and total particles. These variations indicate that not only total phytoplankton 

abundance, but also phytoplankton community composition can change vertically over 

small scales. 
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 Combining a mathematical model with phytoplankton concentration data from the 

FIDO-, I presented an explanation for how biological and physical factors control 

vertical phytoplankton distributions (Chapter 4). My model predicts that gradients in 

phytoplankton abundance should be controlled by a balance of mixing and the rate of 

phytoplankton layer formation. A comparison of the model results to phytoplankton 

gradient data showed a strong fit, and allowed estimation of the rate of layer formation 

and the minimum phytoplankton layer thickness, quantities that would be difficult or 

impossible to measure in situ. 

 Finally, I analyzed phytoplankton distributions within individual FIDO- images 

to investigate the role of individual phytoplankton in affecting perceived patterns of 

phytoplankton patchiness (Chapter 5). Results showed that large individual fluorescent 

particles can artificially cause peaks in microscale profiles of bulk fluorescence. The 

composition of these microscale peaks has important implications for phytoplankton 

interactions with bacteria, predators, and each other. By demonstrating how the scale of 

observation affects the interpretation of phytoplankton distribution patterns, I provided a 

framework for future advances in understanding microscale plankton dynamics in situ. 
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CHATER III. 

UNEXPLAINED VARIABILITY IN THE DISTRIBUTION AND SIZE SPECTRA OF 

PARTICLES IN THE OCEAN 

 

Abstract 

Vertical heterogeneity in phytoplankton abundance, which has recently been 

observed on the scale of meters in many marine ecosystems, can have significant 

implications for food web dynamics and carbon cycling. Here, we investigate the 

implications of small-scale phytoplankton structure for ecosystem dynamics by 

comparing vertical profiles of fluorescent particle concentration to concurrent profiles of 

the concentration of particles as a whole in the water column. We observed frequent 

meter-scale variability in both the concentration of fluorescent particles and total 

particles; however, at times the distribution of fluorescent particles and total particles 

varied independently from one another. By analyzing environmental and size spectral 

parameters within total particle concentration peaks, we draw inferences about the 

composition of the peaks and their ecological significance. Finally, by analyzing the 

particle size spectra for both fluorescent particles and particles as a whole, we determine 

how particle size structure varies in the ocean and its relation with total fluorescent 

particle concentration and bulk fluorescence. Our results show that the size composition 

of phytoplankton can fluctuate on small-scales vertically, but is not well predicted by 

indices of productivity. Small-scale changes in particle size spectra can affect local rates 

of aggregate formation, grazing, and carbon export; thus, multidisciplinary research on 
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particle size-spectra will be important to fully resolve small-scale variability in these 

ecological processes.  

 

Introduction 

 Phytoplankton play important roles in pelagic marine ecosystems as carbon fixers 

and the base of the food chain. With recent observations that phytoplankton distributions 

are vertically heterogeneous on the scale of meters (Cowles et al. 1998; Dekshenieks et 

al. 2001; Sullivan et al. 2010), many studies have suggested that phytoplankton layers 

may be regions where many ecological processes, such as zooplankton foraging and 

aggregate formation, occur at enhanced rates (Alldredge et al. 2002; McManus et al. 

2003; Prairie et al. 2010). Although this hypothesis has been supported by significant 

theoretical and laboratory work (Jackson 1990; Davis et al. 1991; Tiselius 1992; Leising 

and Franks 2000; Menden-Deuer and Grünbaum 2006), there is still not a strong 

understanding of the effect of increased phytoplankton concentrations on zooplankton 

foraging and aggregate formation in the field. To elucidate the implications of 

phytoplankton patchiness for these ecological processes, it is essential to compare vertical 

phytoplankton distributions with distributions of their predators and aggregates. 

Understanding the composition of the phytoplankton community, in particular its size 

distribution, may provide additional insight into the ecological significance of vertical 

phytoplankton structure. 

 A surge of field studies in the past decade has presented observations of 

phytoplankton and chlorophyll a fluorescence peaks and thin layers on the scale of 

meters (e.g., Rines et al. 2002; Prairie et al. 2010; Ryan et al. 2010). However, few of 
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these studies have compared these small-scale structures with distributions of other types 

of ecologically important particles, such as zooplankton or aggregates. Advances in 

optical and acoustic technologies have allowed the coincident measurement of 

phytoplankton and zooplankton distributions, often revealing significant small-scale 

associations between the two groups (Holliday et al. 2003; McManus et al. 2003; Benoit-

Bird et al. 2009). Heterotrophic protist abundance has also been shown to be strongly 

correlated with phytoplankton layers (Menden-Deuer 2008). Many studies have begun to 

employ the use of in situ video imaging to identify the vertical distributions of many 

types of particles, including phytoplankton, zooplankton, and aggregates (Jackson et al. 

1997; Gorsky et al. 2000; Picheral et al. 2010). Alldredge et al. (2002) observed a thin 

layer of marine snow particles associated with a density discontinuity just a few meters 

below a phytoplankton thin layer. Checkley et al. (2008) suggested that observed diel 

variation in the concentration of particles was consistent with phytoplankton-derived 

aggregates that were lost due to sinking or grazing. These findings all underscore the 

importance of vertical phytoplankton patchiness for zooplankton and aggregate 

formation. 

 Phytoplankton community composition provides another source of information 

about phytoplankton distributions. Studies have explored phytoplankton composition in a 

number of ways, including taxonomy and motility (Rines et al. 2002; Cheriton et al. 

2009; Sullivan et al. 2010). However, one of the most informative methods to analyze 

phytoplankton communities is by size (Sheldon et al. 1972), since particle size 

distributions have been shown to be connected to many ecological processes, including 
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phytoplankton growth rate and carbon flux (Shanks and Trent 1980; Zhou and Huntley 

1997; McDonnell and Buesseler 2010). 

Size spectra in a wide range of marine environments have been shown to be 

strikingly linear on log-log plots over a broad range of particle sizes (Sheldon et al. 1972; 

Jackson et al. 1997; San Martin et al. 2006). However, the slope and intercept of these 

size spectra can vary spatially significantly over both large scales (Barnes et al. 2011) and 

vertically over small scales (Ruiz et al. 1996; Franks and Jaffe 2008). Relationships 

between particle size spectral properties and various ecosystem properties, such as 

chlorophyll a, have been demonstrated, but with inconsistent results. While many studies 

have observed steeper size spectral slopes in less productive ecosystems (Marañón et al. 

2007; Barnes et al. 2011), others have shown that steeper slopes can be significantly 

correlated with higher phytoplankton biomass or total chlorophyll a (Ruiz et al. 1996; 

San Martin et al. 2006; Franks and Jaffe 2008). Although many studies have compared 

particle size spectra to total fluorescence and chlorophyll a, it is also important to 

uncover how spectral properties vary with phytoplankton concentration, which can differ 

considerably from chlorophyll a fluorescence on meter scales (Prairie et al. 2010). 

 In this study, we explore the ecological implications of phytoplankton patchiness 

using data from a planar laser imaging fluorometer, the free-falling imaging device for 

observing phytoplankton (FIDO-Φ). We present observations of small-scale structure in 

the vertical distribution of both fluorescent particles and all particles that scatter light; 

however, we show that there is no consistent pattern of how these two types of particles 

are associated with one another. Furthermore, by analyzing the size spectra of both 

fluorescent particles and all particles, we demonstrate that, although some of the size 
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spectral parameters are significantly correlated with total particle concentration, these 

relationships did not predict much of the observed vertical variability in size composition. 

The results of this study suggest that the substantial vertical heterogeneity in 

phytoplankton distributions and size structure is difficult to explain using simple 

correlations with certain biological variables, indicating that the dynamics which control 

vertical phytoplankton distributions include a complex interplay of many different biotic 

and abiotic factors.  

  

Methods 

 

Description of the FIDO- instrument package 

The free-fall imaging device for observing phytoplankton (FIDO-) is a planar 

laser imaging fluorometer system that can resolve individual fluorescent particles in the 

imaging plane (Jaffe et al. 1998; Franks and Jaffe 2001; Franks and Jaffe 2008). The 

FIDO- has a laser and camera mounted on opposite sides of a frame and angled 

downward at 45˚. The 3 W 532 nm diode-pumped solid-state laser emits a sheet of light 

6.5 mm thick that is imaged by the camera at a 90˚ angle, with the center of the image 

plane ~60 cm below the bottom of the frame. Attached to the camera is a filter wheel with 

4 filter slots, which alternates between channels of wavelengths 670-690 nm (chlorophyll 

a fluorescence) and 520-540 nm (scattered light). The filter wheel is a Lambda 4 from 

Sutter Inc. and changes filters at a rate of 250 ms (or 4 filters per second). The images 

from the FIDO- have a field of view of ~9.8 cm x 13 cm with a resolution slightly less 

than 100 µm pixel-1. For a full description of the FIDO- see Prairie et al. (2010).   
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Auxiliary instruments were attached to the FIDO- to measure various biological 

and physical variables (Prairie et al. 2010) including a self-contained autonomous 

microstructure profiler (SCAMP, Precision Measurement Engineering), which was 

mounted with the probes 48 cm below the depth sensor of the FIDO-. The SCAMP 

measured temperature, conductivity, and pressure at 100 Hz. The data streams of the 

different instruments and the FIDO- were merged together based on depth, after the 

depth offsets were applied. 

 

 Description of the 2006 cruise 

The FIDO- was deployed at night during a cruise on the R/V Wecoma from 31 

August 2006 to 07 September 2006 in the Santa Barbara Channel (SBC) off the coast of 

Southern California. For a complete description and map of the study site, see Prairie et 

al. (2010). Each deployment of the FIDO- consisted of 1 or 2 consecutive drops with 

images acquired during the vehicle’s descent. Although the FIDO- primarily descends 

vertically, some horizontal movement occurs due to the semi-Lagrangian nature of the 

vehicle. This horizontal movement, combined with the effects of internal waves, 

produced ~10 cm-scale noise in FIDO-Φ data that was removed by binning and 

smoothing the data (see Image processing and beam corrections). This noise was so 

pronounced in the top 10 to 20 m of the profiles (varying among drops) that these regions 

were not used in the analyses. The descent rate of the instrument package ranged between 

3 to 12 cm s-1 among drops, but was relatively constant within a drop. Images of 
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fluorescent particles were acquired at a rate of 2 Hz. In total, 11 FIDO- drops were used 

for this analysis (see Prairie et al. 2010). 

Profiles were also made with the ship-deployed SBE 911plus CTD system 

(equipped with a rosette with 10 L Niskin bottles and a WET Labs WETStar fluorometer) 

before or after each of the FIDO-Φ deployments. Analysis of the water samples included 

quantifying species composition as described in Prairie et al. (2010). 

 

Image processing and beam correction 

The processing of the FIDO-Φ images is described in detail in Prairie et al. 

(2010); here we provide a brief summary. The raw 1040 x 1376 pixel images were 

corrected for the spreading of the laser sheet that created systematic variations of signal 

strength across the image (Zawada 2002). The corrected images show relative 

fluorescence or scattered light independent of the incident illumination.  

Particle concentrations of each image for both the fluorescence (670-690 nm) and 

scattered light (520-540 nm) filters were calculated by labeling every particle above a 

threshold in the image (see Prairie et al. 2010) and dividing the number of particles by the 

imaging volume. For every drop except one, the same threshold was used for both the 

fluorescence and scattered light filters; for Drop 3-2, it was necessary to use a higher 

threshold for the scattered light filter in order to exceed the noise level. The threshold was 

necessary to eliminate the background signal, and resulted in exclusion of the smaller 

(less bright) particles. Thus, only the largest and brightest particles are included in our 

profiles of particle concentration. Particles from the fluorescence filter, which will 

hereafter be referred to as fluorescent particles, include large eukaryotic phytoplankton, 
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chains, and fluorescent aggregates. Particles from the scattered light filter, which will 

hereafter be referred to as scattering particles, include large fluorescent particles in 

addition to zooplankton, detritus, non-fluorescent aggregates, and fecal pellets. Although 

we cannot definitively determine the minimum size of the particles we count in our 

images, from instrument specifications and laboratory experiments (Zawada 2002) we 

estimate that this value is between 20 μm and 100 μm. For a full description of the 

thresholding process, see Prairie et al. (2010).   

Profiles of both fluorescent and scattering particle concentration versus depth 

were constructed by calculating the number of particles from the respective filter per 

image at each depth, and dividing it by the volume of the imaged region. These profiles 

were binned to 30 cm and smoothed using a LOWESS (locally weighted smoothing 

scatter) method over 1.5 m to remove noise at scales < 30 cm. The smoothing did not 

remove structures < 1.5 m, but rather attenuated the fluorescence signal of one- or two-

point peaks. 

 

Identification of peaks and peak properties 

Peaks were identified in the vertical profiles of both fluorescent and scattering 

particle concentration using the operational definition of local maxima with at least a 

50% increase over the local background signal, measured as the nearest minima above 

and below the peak. This criterion identified significant peaks over the background while 

eliminating ephemeral features. The depth of a peak was defined as the location of the 

maximum in peak intensity. The thickness of the peak was defined as the full-width-half-

maximum (FWHM) as described in Sullivan et al. (2010). The FWHM is the width of the 
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peak measured as the sum of the distances from the depth of the peak maximum to the 

depths above and below the peak at which the intensity was half the peak intensity above 

the background. The background was defined as the average of the minima surrounding 

the peak. Peaks with a FWHM thickness greater than 5 m were neglected. The definition 

of peaks used here differs from the definition of thin layers used in many studies in that 

thin layers must persist over time and space (Dekshenieks et al. 2001; Ryan et al. 2008; 

Cheriton et al. 2009).   

 

Calculation of physical parameters 

Density profiles were obtained from the SCAMP, binned to 1 cm, and smoothed 

over 30 cm. The water density at a peak was defined as the density at the peak maximum. 

The buoyancy frequency, N, is defined as  

dz

dg
N




         (1) 

where g is the acceleration due to gravity,  is density, and z is depth. N was calculated 

from the smoothed SCAMP density data by calculating the change in depth necessary to 

yield density intervals of Δρ = 0.005 kg m-3, as outlined in Duda and Rehmann (2002).  

This method is numerically stable as it avoids N values of 0 s-1. Buoyancy frequency 

profiles were linearly interpolated to obtain the buoyancy frequency of the peaks defined 

at the peak maximum. 

 

Calculation of particle size spectral parameters 
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Profiles of particle area-abundance spectra were calculated by counting the 

number of particles of a given area (pixels2) for each image. These profiles were binned 

to 30 cm and smoothed using a LOWESS (locally weighted smoothing scatter) method 

over 1.5 m in the same way as for the particle concentration profiles. Linear regressions 

of the log10-log10 area-abundance spectra were then calculated for each point in the 

profile generating the slope (β) and intercept (α) for each spectrum:  

  AN 10          (2) 

where A is area and N is the number of particles of a given area. In plotting the size 

spectra, only the first ten size bins (up to an area of 10 pixels2) were used and any points 

where N = 0 were neglected. Note that the slope presented in this paper is actually the 

negative of the size spectral slope. The mean and standard deviation of the correlation 

coefficients (r2) for the least square fits for each drop are provided in Table 3.1. The slope 

and intercept of the size spectra of each peak were defined as the mean value for the 

points in the profile within each peak (as defined by the FWHM thickness). 

 

Results 

 

Fluorescent and scattering particle concentration peaks 

In total, 20 peaks in fluorescent particle concentration were identified among all 

drops. Peaks in fluorescent particle concentration were located on average at depths of 

28.4 m, and had an average thickness of 2.82 m. The majority of peaks in fluorescent 

particle concentration (75%) were located in regions of buoyancy frequency > 0.01 s-1, 

even though these regions represented only about half (55%) of the water column. A 
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Monte Carlo test (with n = 20) showed that the percentage of fluorescent particle 

concentration peaks in these high buoyancy frequency regions was significantly higher 

than the water column as a whole, using the p < 0.10 level to determine significance (p = 

0.054). Regions with a buoyancy frequency above 0.01 s-1 correspond to stable parts of 

the water column when the vertical shear values are < 0.02 s-1, giving a Richardson 

number > 0.25. This is in agreement with other studies that have shown an association 

between phytoplankton layers and density gradients (Dekshenieks et al. 2001; McManus 

et al. 2003, Prairie et al. 2010). Properties of all fluorescent particle concentration peaks 

are shown in Table 3.2.   

In total, 19 peaks in scattering particle concentration were identified among all 

drops. Peaks in scattering particle concentration were located on average at depths of 

34.8 m, and had an average thickness of 2.74 m. Only 63% of peaks in scattering particle 

concentration were located in regions of buoyancy frequency > 0.01 s-1, not significantly 

higher than the occurrence of these regions in the water column as a whole. Properties of 

all scattering particle concentration peaks are shown in Table 3.3. Peaks in both 

fluorescent and scattering particle concentration can be observed in the particle 

concentration profiles for each drop (Figures 3.1-3.11).   

Of the 20 fluorescent particle concentration peaks, 10 coincided with peaks in 

scattering particle concentration and 10 did not coincide with peaks in scattering particle 

concentration. Thus, 9 of the 19 peaks in scattering particle concentration did not 

coincide with peaks in fluorescent particle concentration. When peaks in fluorescent and 

scattering particle concentration coincided, the peak maximum for fluorescent particle 

concentration was on average 0.1 m (+/- 1.0 m standard deviation) deeper than that for 
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scattering particle concentration. The peaks in fluorescent particle concentration that did 

not coincide with peaks in scattering particle concentration were located 7.4 m shallower 

than the peaks in fluorescent particle concentration that did coincide with peaks in 

particle concentration. By contrast, the peaks in scattering particle concentration that did 

not coincide with peaks in fluorescent particle concentration were located on average 5.8 

m deeper than the peaks in scattering particle concentration that did coincide with peaks 

in particle concentration.  

In most drops, fluorescent particle concentration was significantly positively 

correlated with scattering particle concentration, although three drops (Drop 8-2, Drop 9-

2, and Drop 9-3) showed a significant negative correlation (Table 3.4). To compare 

fluorescent particle concentration and scattering particle concentration for all drops 

combined, the fluorescent and scattering particle concentration anomalies were plotted 

against each other. The anomaly for a given point i in a particle concentration profile 

(either fluorescent or scattering) was defined as: 

APC (i) 
PC(i)  PC

sPC

        (3) 

Where APC is the particle concentration anomaly at point i, PC is the particle 

concentration at point i, PC  is the mean particle concentration for the drop, and sPC is the 

standard deviation of particle concentration for the drop. The fluorescent particle 

concentration anomaly for all drops was weakly but significantly positively correlated to 

the scattering particle concentration anomaly (Figure 3.12) (r2 = 0.03; p < 0.0001). 

 

Particle concentration size spectra 
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Profiles of the slope and intercept of the fluorescent and scattering particle size 

spectra are shown for each drop (Figures 3.1-3.11). For the majority of drops, the size 

spectral intercept was positively correlated with fluorescent and scattering particle 

concentration, while the size spectral slope showed varying relationships with fluorescent 

and scattering particle concentration between drops. When all drops were combined, 

fluorescent size spectral slope showed no significant relationship with fluorescent particle 

concentration, while scattering size spectral slope showed a weak negative correlation 

with scattering particle concentration (that is, lower particle concentration yielded steeper 

size spectral slopes). For both fluorescent and scattering particles, the size spectral 

intercept was strongly positively correlated with particle concentration (Figure 3.13). 

There was a significant negative correlation between fluorescent size spectral slope and 

total bulk fluorescence – that is, steeper spectral slopes were found in regions of low 

fluorescence (Figure 3.14). In addition, fluorescent size spectral intercept was positively 

correlated with total bulk fluorescence. 

The mean slope of the size spectra for fluorescent particles within peaks among 

all drops was 0.95 with a standard deviation of 0.17. This was not significantly different 

from the mean slope of the fluorescent particle size spectra overall (0.94 with a standard 

deviation of 0.20). The mean intercept of the size spectra for fluorescent particles within 

peaks among all drops was 2.04 log10 number of particles with a standard deviation of 

0.38. This was significantly greater than the mean intercept of the size spectra for 

fluorescent particles overall (1.68 log10 number of particles with a standard deviation of 

0.49) (p < 0.0001).  
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The mean slope of the size spectra for scattering particles within peaks among all 

drops was 0.84 with a standard deviation of 0.14. This was less steep than the mean slope 

of the size spectra for scattering particles overall (0.89 with a standard deviation of 0.14) 

(p < 0.0001). The mean intercept of the size spectra for scattering particles within peaks 

among all drops was 2.23 log10 number of particles with a standard deviation of 0.31. 

This was significantly less than the mean intercept of the size spectra for scattering 

particles among all drops (2.28 log10 number of particles with a standard deviation of 

0.48) (p = 0.02). 

Overall, fluorescent and scattering size spectral slopes were significantly 

positively correlated (Figure 3.15; p < 0.0001). On average, slopes of the fluorescent size 

spectra were steeper than those for the scattering size spectra by 0.04 (p < 0.0001). This 

difference was even greater within peaks (with the fluorescent size spectral slopes steeper 

than the scattering size spectral slopes by an average of 0.11). However, within only 

coincident peaks of fluorescent and scattering particle concentration, there was no 

significant difference between the size spectral slopes of the two types of particles. 

 

Discussion 

 

Comparing fluorescent and scattering particle concentration 

The observation of frequent fluorescent and scattering particle concentration 

peaks during the 2006 cruise demonstrates that the vertical distribution of not only 

fluorescent particles but also particles as a whole had significant structure on the scale of 

meters. Ten coincident peaks in fluorescent and scattering particle concentration show 
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that at times the distributions of these two types of particles can be highly correlated. 

However, the vertical distribution of fluorescent and scattering particle concentration can 

also significantly vary independently, as indicated by the presence of peaks in fluorescent 

particle concentration with no concurrent feature in scattering particle concentration and 

vice versa. 

 

The composition of scattering particle concentration peaks 

 Scattering particles in the FIDO-Φ images include detritus, aggregates, and 

zooplankton in addition to all the particles counted in the fluorescence images (i.e. large 

phytoplankton, diatom chains, fluorescent aggregates). The broad range of particle types 

counted in the measure of scattering particle concentration makes it difficult to diagnose 

what is responsible for the observed scattering particle concentration peaks. However, by 

comparing these peaks to the distribution of environmental variables and other properties, 

we can gain information about the peak composition and formation mechanism.  

 If we assume that the nine scattering particle concentration peaks that did not 

coincide with fluorescent particle concentration peaks were largely composed of non-

fluorescent particles, then these peaks probably represent regions of enhanced 

concentrations of aggregates, detrital particles, zooplankton or some combination thereof. 

To distinguish between these possibilities, it is useful to consider the physical 

environment and the possible layer formation mechanisms. Studies have proposed a wide 

range of plausible mechanisms for layer formation, including enhanced organism growth, 

directed swimming, differential sinking, and straining of existing patches by vertical 

shear (Derenbach et al. 1979; Franks 1995; Stacey et al. 2007; Birch et al. 2008). The 
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mechanisms which can be applied to passive particles (i.e., layer formation by sinking or 

shearing) require the layers to be in regions of weak mixing, which can be identified by 

high stratification (Steinbuck et al. 2009; Prairie et al. in press). However, the percentage 

of scattering particle concentration peaks observed in regions of high buoyancy 

frequency was not significantly higher than the occurrence of these regions in the water 

column as a whole. This suggests that at least some of these scattering particle 

concentration peaks could not have been composed of passive particles such as 

aggregates or detritus, since layers of these types of particles would not be able to persist 

in these regions of potentially high mixing. Thus, some of these scattering particle 

concentration peaks may represent regions of increased zooplankton abundance. Such 

layers are likely formed by zooplankton swimming behavior in response to prey. The 

absence of coincident phytoplankton layers may indicate that zooplankton have depleted 

phytoplankton concentrations through grazing. Since all peaks were observed at night, 

layers of vertically migrating zooplankton would be expected to be migrating upwards 

from depth. The fact that the scattering particle concentration peaks were on average 

deeper than the fluorescent particle (i.e., potential prey) concentration peaks thus supports 

the conclusion that some of the observed scattering peaks represented regions of 

enhanced foraging zooplankton.  

It is much more difficult to ascertain the composition of the ten scattering particle 

concentration peaks that coincided with fluorescent particle concentration peaks, since 

many or even the majority of these scattering particles could have also been fluorescent. 

From our data, it is impossible to determine the absolute fraction of scattering particles 

that were fluorescent. However, differences in the size distributions of fluorescent and 
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scattering particles may provide clues as to how different size classes of these two types 

of particles vary in relation to one another. Overall, fluorescent particles had steeper size 

spectral slopes than scattering particles, indicating a higher proportion of the scattering 

particles were in the larger size classes. There are a couple of possible reasons for this 

observed difference in size spectral slopes. This could indicate that the non-fluorescent 

particles (which only appear in the scattering filter) were on average larger particles. On 

the other hand, aggregates consisting of some but not totally of fluorescent material could 

appear larger in the scattering filter than in the fluorescent filter, thus skewing the size 

distribution. Regions where this difference in size spectral slope is enhanced, for example 

within non-coincident peaks of scattering particle concentration, show an increase in the 

relative proportion of these non-fluorescent large particles. However, our results show 

that in coincident peaks of fluorescent and scattering particle concentration, there was no 

significant difference between the size spectral slopes. This is suggestive that, within 

these peaks, scattering particles may be dominated by fluorescent particles. 

Although we can gain some insight by comparing parameters of the particle size 

spectra, limitations of our data prohibit us from definitively concluding whether the 

scattering peaks which coincided with fluorescent particle peaks were created solely from 

the increase in fluorescent particles, or whether there was a coincident increase of non-

fluorescent particles (e.g., a peak of increased zooplankton abundance). Vertical 

phytoplankton patches have been shown experimentally, theoretically, and even in the 

field to be regions of increased foraging for zooplankton (Tiselius 1992; Leising and 

Franks 2000; Menden-Deuer and Grünbaum 2006; Menden-Deuer and Fredrickson 

2010). Additionally, regions of enhanced phytoplankton abundance may represent 
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regions of increased aggregate formation (Jackson 1990; Kiørboe 1997). The ecological 

relevance of phytoplankton peaks to other organisms and processes emphasizes the 

importance of being able to distinguish between phytoplankton and other types of 

particles when investigating vertical particle distributions in the ocean.   

 

Particle size spectra 

 It is important to understand how particle size spectra vary in pelagic ecosystems 

since particle size distributions can reveal information about ecosystem processes such as 

food web dynamics and carbon cycling (Shanks and Trent 1980; McDonnell and 

Buesseler 2010; Barnes et al. 2011). Although many studies have shown that particle size 

spectra can differ strikingly in different parts of the ocean (San Martin et al. 2006; Barnes 

et al. 2011), there has been little analysis on how size spectra change with depth. Our data 

reveal that both the slope and intercept of particle size spectra can fluctuate significantly 

with depth on the scale of meters (Figures 3.1-3.11); this finding agrees with previous 

results using data from the FIDO-Φ (Franks and Jaffe 2008). These small-scale vertical 

changes in the particle size spectra suggest that phytoplankton species composition is 

rarely homogeneous throughout the water column, in accordance with studies that have 

presented observations of phytoplankton layers with unique compositions relative to the 

rest of the water column (Rines et al. 2002; Prairie et al. 2010). These changes in 

phytoplankton composition – whether by size, taxonomy or other properties – have 

important implications for zooplankton foraging, aggregate formation and other 

ecological processes that depend on the interaction of individual particles (Kiørboe 

1997).  
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 Our results also demonstrate the differences between size spectral properties for 

fluorescent particles and scattering particles. Vertical profiles of both the slope and 

intercept of the fluorescent particle size spectra often differed markedly from those of the 

scattering particle size spectra (Figures 3.1-3.11). Although this may not seem like a 

surprising result, given what these two types of particles represent, most previous 

analyses of particle size structure have not distinguished between the two particle types. 

This has been somewhat driven by the long-standing view originally put forth by Sheldon 

et al. (1972) that roughly equal concentrations of material should occur for all particle 

sizes ranging from bacteria to whales. Additionally, many commonly used methods to 

measure particle size spectra, such as in situ imaging devices, are not capable of 

distinguishing between phytoplankton and non-fluorescent particles (Jackson et al. 1997). 

Our observations suggest that while all particle size spectra can be grouped together over 

large scales, strong vertical heterogeneity in particle type can exist over smaller scales, 

emphasizing the importance of differentiating particles by ecological function.  

 

Relationship between size spectral properties and particle concentration 

 Many recent studies have compared size spectral properties with measures of 

ecosystem productivity in order to gain a more mechanistic understanding of how 

increasing productivity affects ecosystem structure and functioning (Ruiz et al. 1996; 

Franks and Jaffe 2008; Barnes et al. 2011). Although some of these studies have found 

significant relationships between size spectral slope and phytoplankton biomass or total 

chlorophyll, the results have been inconsistent. A previous analysis of the FIDO-Φ data 

from the 2006 cruise revealed that bulk fluorescence or chlorophyll a may often not be 
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representative of phytoplankton concentration, which may be a more ecologically 

relevant measure of phytoplankton abundance when addressing processes between 

individuals (Prairie et al. 2010). Thus, we investigated how the fluorescent and scattering 

particle size spectral slope and intercept changed with fluorescent and scattering particle 

concentration respectively (Figure 3.13). In addition, we compared fluorescent particle 

size spectral slope and intercept to bulk fluorescence (Figure 3.14). The size spectral 

intercept showed a strong positive correlation with both fluorescent and scattering 

particle concentration; this was expected since the intercept represents the absolute 

number of particles of the smallest size which should covary with total particle 

concentration. The size spectral slope showed a weak negative relationship with 

scattering particle concentration (lower particle concentrations yielded steeper slopes), 

indicating that in regions with increased total particle abundances, we would expect to 

find relatively more large particles compared to small particles. There was no significant 

relationship between size spectral slope and fluorescent particle concentration. However, 

a weak negative relationship was found between size spectral slope and total bulk 

fluorescence (Figure 3.14), demonstrating that total fluorescence better explains 

fluorescent particle size distributions than fluorescent particle concentration. The weak 

negative relationship between size spectra slope and total bulk fluorescence is consistent 

with the paradigm that more productive pelagic ecosystems are dominated by larger size 

classes of phytoplankton (Cushing 1989; Kiørboe 1993). However, Franks and Jaffe 

(2008) using data from a previous deployment of the FIDO-Φ observed the opposite 

relationship, with higher chlorophyll a being associated with relatively more small 

particles (steeper size spectral slopes). Since the relationships between size spectral slope 
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and productivity or phytoplankton abundance reported here and elsewhere in the 

literature have been incongruous and mostly weak (San Martin et al. 2006; Franks and 

Jaffe 2008; Barnes et al. 2011), it seems that these indices alone are not a good predictor 

of how particle size structure varies in the ocean. Thus, it may be important to analyze 

how productivity interacts with other environmental and biological variables in 

determining the composition of planktonic communities.  

 

Conclusions 

 Using data from a novel free-falling planar laser imaging fluorometer (FIDO-Φ), 

we compared the vertical distribution of fluorescent particles to that of scattering 

particles. Fluorescent and scattering particles were heterogeneously distributed with 

frequent meter-scale peaks. At times, fluorescent and scattering particle concentrations 

were highly correlated, as demonstrated by the occurrence of coincident peaks in the two 

types of particle concentrations. However, there were several observations of fluorescent 

and scattering particle concentration peaks that occurred independent from one another, 

suggesting that the distribution of particles as a whole does not always track fluorescent 

particle concentration. Comparing the location of scattering particle concentration peaks 

with buoyancy frequency allowed us to speculate that some of these peaks are composed 

of non-passive particles (i.e. foraging zooplankton). However, these results emphasize the 

importance in developing methods to distinguish between the distributions of different 

particles, since different particle types have vastly different ecological roles. Finally, we 

analyzed fluorescent and scattering particle size spectra to determine how the size 

composition of particles varied in relation to total particle concentration and bulk 
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fluorescence. We observed significant meter-scale variability in the profiles of size 

spectral slope and intercept, suggesting that phytoplankton and particle composition may 

often vary significantly with depth. However, only weak relationships were observed 

between size spectral slope and scattering particle concentration and bulk fluorescence, 

with no relationship observed between size spectral slope and fluorescent particle 

concentration. These results in addition to inconsistent conclusions in the literature 

suggest that phytoplankton abundance alone may not be a good indicator of how size 

composition varies in the ocean and more multidisciplinary approaches may be needed to 

understand this phenomenon. This study demonstrates that small-scale vertical variability 

in phytoplankton distributions can rarely be explained using simple correlations; thus, to 

understand the dynamics governing this structure, we must consider interacting biological 

and physical factors. 
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Table 3.1 Correlation coefficients (r2) for the least square fit for each drop for both the 

fluorescent and scattering size spectra. The value given is the mean for each drop (+/- the 

standard deviation). 

 Fluorescent particle size spectra Scattering particle size spectra 

Drop 3-1 
 

0.98 (+/- 0.01) 
 

0.98 (+/- 0.01) 
 

Drop 3-2 
 

0.96 (+/- 0.04) 
 

0.97 (+/- 0.02) 
 

Drop 4-1 
 

0.92 (+/- 0.09) 
 

0.98 (+/- 0.01) 
 

Drop 4-2 
 

0.98 (+/- 0.02) 
 

0.99 (+/- 0.01) 
 

Drop 5-1 0.97 (+/- 0.03) 
 

0.98 (+/- 0.01) 
 

Drop 6-1 0.98 (+/- 0.02) 
 

0.98 (+/- 0.01) 
 

Drop 7-1 0.98  (+/- 0.01) 
 

0.98 (+/- 0.01) 
 

Drop 7-2 0.95 (+/- 0.04) 
 

0.97 (+/- 0.02) 
 

Drop 8-2 0.96 (+/- 0.02) 
 

0.97 (+/- 0.01) 
 

Drop 9-2 0.94 (+/- 0.04) 
 

0.99 (+/- 0.01) 
 

Drop 9-3 0.92 (+/- 0.05) 
 

0.99 (+/- 0.01) 
 

Total 0.96 (+/- 0.05) 
 

0.98 (+/- 0.02) 
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Table 3.2 List of all fluorescent particle concentration peaks identified in each drop.  

Depth, thickness (defined as the full-width half-peak), density, buoyancy frequency and 

the mean slope and intercept of the size spectra are described for each peak. Fluorescent 

particle concentration peaks with no coincident peaks in scattering particle concentration 

are indicated by asterisks. 

Fluorescent 
particle 
concentration 
peaks 

Depth (m) Thickness 
(m) 

Density 
(kg m-3) 

Buoyancy 
frequency 
(s-1) 

Mean size 
spectral slope 
within peak 

Mean size 
spectral intercept 
within peak 
(log10 number of 
particles) 

Drop 3-1       
A 18.9 3.49 1025.152 0.0137 0.91 2.27 
B 30.0 1.60 1025.318 0.0285 0.82 2.27  

Drop 3-2       
A* 15.6 4.54 1025.120 0.0179 0.92 2.24 

Drop 4-1       
A 22.2 1.60 1025.370 0.0200 1.09 2.20 
B* 27.6 4.75 1025.492 0.0149 0.93 1.98 

Drop 4-2       
A* 22.2 3.28 1025.343 0.0203 0.85 2.57 
B* 27.3 1.79 1025.499 0.0161 0.82 2.25 
C 45.3 2.46 1025.727 0.0113 1.11 1.62 
D 52.8 2.22 1025.856 0.0130 1.12 1.39 

Drop5-1       
A 29.1 2.36 1025.199 0.0076 0.75 1.68 

Drop 6-1       
A 19.5 4.99 1025.118 0.0055 0.86 1.88 
B 33.3 4.26 1025.274 0.0172 0.84 1.96 

Drop 7-1       
A* 17.7 0.71 1025.092 0.0389 1.12 2.59 
B* 22.2 2.47 1025.125 0.0068 0.98 2.59 
C 31.8 3.01 1025.257 0.0206 0.81 2.48 
D* 39.0 2.26 1025.441 0.0110 0.76 1.95 

Drop 7-2       
A* 21 1.45 1025.107 0.0109 1.24 2.88 
B 38.4 1.47 1025.483 0.0268 0.97 2.35 

Drop 8-2       
No peaks       

Drop 9-2       
No peaks       

Drop 9-3       
A* 20.1 2.99 1025.482 0.0094 1.00 1.65 
B* 34.5 4.71 1025.598 0.0051 1.29 1.55 
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Table 3.3 List of all scattering particle concentration peaks identified in each drop.  

Depth, thickness (defined as the full-width half-peak), density, buoyancy frequency, and 

the mean slope and intercept of the size spectra are described for each peak. Scattering 

particle concentration peaks with no coincident peaks in fluorescent particle 

concentration are indicated by asterisks. 

Scattering 
particle 
concentration 
peaks 

Depth (m) Thickness 
(m) 

Density  
(kg m-3) 

Buoyancy 
frequency 
(s-1) 

Mean size 
spectral slope 
within peak 

Mean size 
spectral intercept 
within peak 
(log10 number of 
particles) 

Drop 3-1       
A 17.4 1.90 1025.118 0.0183 1.36 2.94  
B 29.7 1.59 1025.306 0.0134 0.84 2.53  

Drop 3-2       
A* 24.0 4.23 1025.278 0.0277 0.75 1.82 
B* 31.8 1.64 1025.455 0.0173 0.74 1.88 
C* 44.7 4.03 10 25.659 0.0085 0.75 1.78 

Drop 4-1       
A 22.8 1.26 1025.436 0.0336 0.97 2.10 
B* 38.1 2.93 1025.650 0.0136 0.84 1.91 
C* 51.0 3.51 1025.828 0.0187 0.82 2.00 
D* 58.5 2.47 1025.920 0.0079 0.77 2.14 

Drop 4-2       
A 45.3 2.27 1025.727 0.0113 0.85 2.41 
B 54.3 4.97 1025.888 0.0194 0.81 2.46 

Drop5-1       
A 29.1 2.23 1025.199 0.0076 0.75 1.86 

Drop 6-1       
A 19.5 2.25 1025.118 0.0055 0.94 2.20 
B 31.2 3.86 1025.232 0.0084 0.95 2.26 

Drop 7-1       
A 32.1 2.07 1025.267 0.0252 0.91 2.53 

Drop 7-2       
A* 30.3 1.39 1025.336 0.0188 0.77 2.66 
B 38.7 2.23 1025.499 0.0247 0.72 2.47 

Drop 8-2       
A* 22.2 3.29 1025.341 0.0098 0.81 2.31 
B* 39.6 4.00 1025.550 0.0073 0.86 2.55 

Drop 9-2       
No peaks       

Drop 9-3       
No peaks       
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Table 3.4 Linear least squares fit line for fluorescent particle concentration vs. scattering 

particle concentration and corresponding correlation coefficient (r2) for each drop. 

Asterisks indicate drops with a significant correlation between fluorescent particle 

concentration and scattering particle concentration (p < 0.05). 

 Linear least squares fit line Correlation coefficient (r2) 

Drop 3-1 * y = 1.25x + 6.00 0.16 

Drop 3-2 y = -0.026x + 3.65 0.005 

Drop 4-1 y = 0.096x + 4.76 0.02 

Drop 4-2 * y = 0.21x + 10.88 0.26 

Drop 5-1 * y = 1.84x – 0.38 0.98 

Drop 6-1 * y = 1.58x + 1.31 0.43 

Drop 7-1 * y = 0.12x + 10.46 0.11 

Drop 7-2 * y = 0.50x + 15.03 0.19 

Drop 8-2 * y = -3.34x + 25.09 0.03 

Drop 9-2 * y = -12.25x + 63.73 0.30 

Drop 9-3 * y = -25.87x + 118.13 0.45 
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Figure 3.1 Drop 3-1. (A) Number of fluorescent particles of a given size (by area) with 

depth. Colorbar shows number of fluorescent particles in a given size bin on a 

logarithmic scale. Red line gives the vertical profile of total fluorescent particle 

concentration. (B) Black line shows the vertical profile of the slope of the size spectra for 

fluorescent particles. Red line shows the vertical profile of the intercept of the size 

spectra for fluorescent particles in log10 number of particles. (C) Number of scattering 

particles of a given size (by area) with depth. Colorbar shows number of scattering 

particles in a given size bin on a logarithmic scale. Red line gives the vertical profile of 

total scattering particle concentration. (D) Black line shows the vertical profile of the 

slope of the size spectra for scattering particles. Red line shows the vertical profile of the 

intercept of the size spectra for scattering particles in log10 number of particles. (E) Black 

line shows vertical density profile. Red line shows vertical profile of buoyancy 

frequency. (F) Log-log plot of fluorescent particle concentration vs. slope of the size 

spectra for fluorescent particles. Red line is the linear least squares fit of the log-log 

relationship (y = -0.13x + 0.034; r2 = 0.08). (G) Log-log plot of fluorescent particle 

concentration vs. intercept of the size spectra for fluorescent particles. Red line is the 

linear least squares fit of the log-log relationship (y = 0.21x + 0.14; r2 = 0.68). (H) Log-

log plot of scattering particle concentration vs. slope of the size spectra for scattering 

particles. Red line is the linear least squares fit of the log-log relationship (y = 0.32x – 

0.38; r2 = 0.17). (I) Log-log plot of scattering particle concentration vs. intercept of the 

size spectra for scattering particles. Red line is the linear least squares fit of the log-log 

relationship (y = 0.31x + 0.017; r2 = 0.78). 
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Figure 3.2 Drop 3-2. Legend is the same as for Figure 3.1. (F) The linear least squares fit 

of the log-log relationship is y = 0.039x – 0.11 (r2 = 0.04). (G) The linear least squares fit 

of the log-log relationship is y = 0.29x + 0.060 (r2 = 0.95). (H) The linear least squares fit 

of the log-log relationship is y = -0.22x + 0.035 (r2 = 0.67). (I) The linear least squares fit 

of the log-log relationship is y = 0.24x + 0.094 (r2 = 0.96). 
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Figure 3.3 Drop 4-1. Legend is the same as for Figure 3.1. The linear least squares fit of 

the log-log relationship is y = 0.13x – 0.10 (r2 = 0.39). (G) The linear least squares fit of 

the log-log relationship is y = 0.37x + 0.039 (r2 = 0.96). (H) The linear least squares fit of 

the log-log relationship is y = -0.072x – 0.015 (r2 = 0.04). (I) The linear least squares fit 

of the log-log relationship is y = 0.27x + 0.085 (r2 = 0.94). 
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Figure 3.4 Drop 4-2. Legend is the same as for Figure 3.1. The linear least squares fit of 

the log-log relationship is y = 0.017x – 0.044 (r2 = 0.03). (G) The linear least squares fit 

of the log-log relationship is y = 0.26x + 0.079 (r2 = 0.95). (H) The linear least squares fit 

of the log-log relationship is y = 0.10x – 0.18 (r2 = 0.10). (I) The linear least squares fit of 

the log-log relationship is y = 0.23x + 0.12 (r2 = 0.95). 
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Figure 3.5 Drop 5-1. Legend is the same as for Figure 3.1. The linear least squares fit of 

the log-log relationship is y = -0.011x – 0.98 (r2 < 0.01; not significant). (G) The linear 

least squares fit of the log-log relationship is y = 0.35x + 0.044 (r2 = 0.91). (H) The linear 

least squares fit of the log-log relationship is y = -0.33x + 0.14 (r2 = 0.66). (I) The linear 

least squares fit of the log-log relationship is y = 0.23x + 0.10 (r2 = 0.90). 
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Figure 3.6 Drop 6-1. Legend is the same as for Figure 3.1. The linear least squares fit of 

the log-log relationship is y = -0.25x + 0.10 (r2 = 0.41). (G) The linear least squares fit of 

the log-log relationship is y = 0.25x + 0.094 (r2 = 0.91). (H) The linear least squares fit of 

the log-log relationship is y = -0.12x + 0.12 (r2 = 0.06). (I) The linear least squares fit of 

the log-log relationship is y = 0.21x + 0.14 (r2 = 0.82). 
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Figure 3.7 Drop 7-1. Legend is the same as for Figure 3.1. The linear least squares fit of 

the log-log relationship is y = 0.19x – 0.24 (r2 = 0.41). (G) The linear least squares fit of 

the log-log relationship is y = 0.25x + 0.075 (r2 = 0.95). (H) The linear least squares fit of 

the log-log relationship is y = 0.058x – 0.16 (r2 < 0.01; not significant). (I) The linear 

least squares fit of the log-log relationship is y = 0.25x + 0.074 (r2 = 0.73). 
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Figure 3.8 Drop 7-2. Legend is the same as for Figure 3.1. The linear least squares fit of 

the log-log relationship is y = 0.13x – 0.12 (r2 = 0.20). (G) The linear least squares fit of 

the log-log relationship is y = 0.23x + 0.10 (r2 = 0.94). (H) The linear least squares fit of 

the log-log relationship is y = 0.41x – 0.62 (r2 = 0.54). (I) The linear least squares fit of 

the log-log relationship is y = 0.25x + 0.063 (r2 = 0.97). 
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Figure 3.9 Drop 8-2. Legend is the same as for Figure 3.1. The linear least squares fit of 

the log-log relationship is y = -0.53x + 0.21 (r2 = 0.19). (G) The linear least squares fit of 

the log-log relationship is y = 0.15x + 0.13 (r2 = 0.12). (H) The linear least squares fit of 

the log-log relationship is y = -0.0096x – 0.0094 (r2 < 0.01; not significant). (I) The linear 

least squares fit of the log-log relationship is y = 0.18x + 0.15 (r2 = 0.91). 
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Figure 3.10 Drop 9-2. Legend is the same as for Figure 3.1. The linear least squares fit of 

the log-log relationship is y = -0.024x + 0.028 (r2 = 0.02; not significant). (G) The linear 

least squares fit of the log-log relationship is y = 0.27x + 0.12 (r2 = 0.92). (H) The linear 

least squares fit of the log-log relationship is y = -0.11x + 0.11 (r2 = 0.74). (I) The linear 

least squares fit of the log-log relationship is y = 0.17x + 0.17 (r2 > 0.99). 
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Figure 3.11 Drop 9-3. Legend is the same as for Figure 3.1. The linear least squares fit of 

the log-log relationship is y = -0.091x + 0.028 (r2 = 0.14). (G) The linear least squares fit 

of the log-log relationship is y = 0.23x + 0.14 (r2 = 0.79). (H) The linear least squares fit 

of the log-log relationship is y = 0.0010x – 0.060 (r2 < 0.01; not significant). (I) The 

linear least squares fit of the log-log relationship is y = 0.17x + 0.17 (r2 > 0.99). 
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Figure 3.12 Plot of fluorescent particle concentration anomaly vs. scattering particle 

concentration anomaly for all drops. Red line is the linear least squares fit (y = 0.18x + 

9.6x10-17; r2 = 0.03). 
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Figure 3.13 Plots of size spectral properties vs. fluorescent and scattering particle 

concentration for all drops of the FIDO-Φ. (A) Log-log plot of fluorescent particle 

concentration vs. slope of the size spectra for scattering particles. Red line is the linear 

least squares fit (y = –3.26x10-5x – 0.037; r2 < 0.01). (B) Log-log plot of fluorescent 

particle concentration vs. intercept of the size spectra (log10 number of particles) for 

fluorescent particles. Red line is the linear least squares fit (y = 0.26x + 0.088; r2 = 0.91). 

(C) Log-log plot of scattering particle concentration vs. slope of the size spectra for 

scattering particles. Red line is the linear least squares fit (y = -0.0084x – 0.047; r2 < 

0.01). (D) Log-log plot of scattering particle concentration vs. intercept of the size spectra 

(log10 number of particles) for scattering particles. Red line is the linear least squares fit 

(y = 0.20x + 0.13; r2 = 0.97). 
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Figure 3.14 Plots of size spectral properties vs. total bulk fluorescence for all drops of 

the FIDO-Φ. (A) Log-log plot of total bulk fluorescence vs. slope of the size spectra for 

scattering particles. Red line is the linear least squares fit (y = -0.036x – 0.026; r2 = 0.03). 

(B) Log-log plot of total bulk fluorescence vs. intercept of the size spectra (log10 number 

of particles) for fluorescent particles. Red line is the linear least squares fit (y = 0.18x + 

0.15; r2 = 0.35).  
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Figure 3.15 Plot of fluorescent particle spectral slope vs. scattering particle spectral slope 

for all drops. Red line is the linear least squares fit (y = 0.32x – 0.045; r2 = 0.20). 
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CHAPTER IV. 

PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL CONTROLS OF VERTICAL  

GRADIENTS IN PHYTOPLANKTON 

 

Abstract 

Small-scale vertical heterogeneity in phytoplankton distributions is common in 

coastal waters, and may be a critical feature influencing trophic coupling in planktonic 

systems. Here we develop a model to investigate the biological and physical dynamics 

that control vertical gradients in phytoplankton abundance. The model includes 

phytoplankton layer formation and layer destruction through mixing, and predicts that the 

local maximum scaled phytoplankton gradient is controlled by the relative strengths of 

these dynamics. We compare the predictions of this model to highly resolved profiles of 

phytoplankton concentration and fluorescence collected using a free-falling planar laser 

imaging fluorometer (FIDO-Φ) and turbulence microstructure profiler data (TurboMAP-

L). From these profiles we estimate the model parameters: the maximum rate of layer 

formation and minimum possible layer thickness. The maximum rate of layer formation 

ranged from 0.46 - 0.94 d-1, which is comparable to maximum reported growth rates of 

the most common phytoplankton taxa found in our samples. The minimum layer 

thickness estimated from our data suggested that persistent phytoplankton layers thinner 

than ~0.5 m may be rare in coastal waters. This study provides a mechanistic explanation 

for some of the underlying dynamics governing phytoplankton layer formation, 

maintenance, and destruction, and will allow us to better predict the magnitude and 

occurrence of these ecologically important structures in the field. 
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Introduction 

Thin layers of increased fluorescence and phytoplankton concentration on the 

scale of meters or less have been shown to be common features in coastal waters (e.g., 

McManus et al. 2003; Sullivan et al. 2005; Doubell et al. 2006). The increased abundance 

of phytoplankton in thin layers causes many ecological processes to occur at 

disproportionately high rates compared to background conditions, such as aggregate 

formation, zooplankton foraging, infection, and sex (e.g., Alldredge et al. 2002; 

McManus et al. 2003). Thus, understanding the physical and biological processes that 

drive the formation and maintenance of these layers is fundamental to our understanding 

of ecosystem dynamics in planktonic systems. 

Small-scale vertical structures in plankton distributions have frequently been 

linked to variations in physical variables (Desiderio et al. 1993; Cowles et al 1998; 

Yamazaki et al. 2006). For example, phytoplankton layers are often associated with sharp 

density gradients, representing stable regions of the water column where layers are more 

easily maintained (McManus et al. 2003; Steinbuck et al. 2009; Prairie et al. 2010). Field 

sampling has shown that phytoplankton layers are often unusual in species composition, 

grazing intensity, or organism motility (Rines et al. 2002; Menden-Deuer 2008; Sullivan 

et al. 2010). All of these studies have demonstrated that layer formation and maintenance 

is the result of the interaction among many different biological and physical processes.  

The KiSS model was perhaps the first to relate plankton patches to a balance of 

growth and diffusion (Skellam 1951; Kierstead and Slobodkin 1953). Young et al. (2001) 

demonstrated that spatial heterogeneity of phytoplankton can occur through the spatial 

asymmetry of reproductive and mortality processes, combined with homogeneous 
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diffusion. Others have suggested that planktonic spatial structure may be driven by 

turbulence (Platt 1972), or the combination of turbulence with biological processes 

(Denman and Platt 1976; Powell and Okubo 1994; Abraham 1998). Lande et al. (1989) 

used observed vertical distributions of phytoplankton populations in a model to estimate 

the net population growth rates required to balance vertical diffusion. Several models 

have been formulated to investigate mechanisms that can form phytoplankton layers 

despite active mixing (Stacey et al. 2007; Birch et al. 2009). Such models evince a strong 

consensus that phytoplankton patchiness is controlled by an interplay between biological 

and physical dynamics (Malchow et al. 2001). These models coupled with 

interdisciplinary thin layer field studies (Cheriton et al. 2009; Ryan et al. 2010; Wang and 

Goodman 2010) have greatly increased our understanding of the mechanisms that control 

the vertical structure of phytoplankton distributions; however, there is still a need for a 

general model of vertical phytoplankton layering that will provide the ability to predict 

and compare the occurrence of phytoplankton features across a range of ecosystems.    

Phytoplankton layers are bounded locally by sharp vertical gradients in 

phytoplankton abundance above and below a peak. Thus, analyzing gradients in 

phytoplankton distributions may provide important indications of the strength of 

phytoplankton patchiness and aid in quantifying the underlying mechanisms. Asymmetric 

layers, with marked differences between their upper- and lower-edge gradients, have 

been found to be common features in coastal waters (Mitchell et al. 2008). Opposite 

edges of these layers are often associated with large differences in physical properties 

(Steinbuck et al. 2009). Benoit-Bird et al. (2009) investigated phytoplankton layer shape, 
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and concluded that increased predator grazing, rather than physical factors, was 

responsible for the observed asymmetry in layers. 

Sharp gradients in phytoplankton concentration may form by biological 

mechanisms including increased local growth or changes in swimming velocity (e.g., 

Stacey et al. 2007; Birch et al. 2009; Durham et al. 2009). In addition, certain physical 

dynamics – vertical shear, for example – may also play a role in sharpening and 

maintaining gradients (Franks 1995; Birch et al. 2008). Other physical mechanisms, such 

as turbulent mixing, tend to erode phytoplankton gradients (e.g., Stacey et al. 2007; Birch 

et al. 2008). 

Here, we attempt to identify the biological and physical factors underlying 

observed phytoplankton distributions by analyzing vertical gradients in phytoplankton 

concentration data. The data were collected during a cruise in September 2006 off the 

coast of southern California, and acquired with a novel fluorescent particle imaging 

system. We interpret our findings using a model that predicts the maximum strength of 

phytoplankton gradients given a combination of biological and physical parameters. By 

comparing our data to this model, we were able to make estimates of the layer formation 

rates required to maintain the observed gradients as well as the minimum attainable 

thickness for phytoplankton layers in our study.  

 

Methods 

 

Description of the FIDO- instrument package 
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The free-fall imaging device for observing phytoplankton (FIDO-) is a planar 

laser imaging fluorometer system that can resolve individual fluorescent particles in the 

imaging plane (Figure 4.1A) (Jaffe et al. 1998; Franks and Jaffe 2001; Franks and Jaffe 

2008). The FIDO- has a laser and camera mounted on opposite sides of a frame and 

angled downward at 45˚. The 3 W 532 nm diode-pumped solid-state laser emits a sheet of 

light 6.5 mm thick that is imaged by the camera at a 90˚ angle, with the center of the 

image plane ~60 cm below the bottom of the frame (Figure 4.1B). A filter interposed 

between the lens and the camera transmits light between 670-690 nm (chlorophyll a 

fluorescence). The images from the FIDO- have a field of view of ~9.8 cm x 13 cm 

with a resolution slightly less than 100 µm pixel-1. For a full description of the FIDO- 

see Prairie et al. (2010).   

A WETStar fluorometer (WETLabs Inc., Philomath Oregon) sampling at 0.5 Hz 

was mounted 8 cm below the pressure sensor of the FIDO-. Additionally, a self-

contained autonomous microstructure profiler (SCAMP, Precision Measurement 

Engineering) was mounted with the probes 48 cm below the depth sensor of the FIDO-. 

The SCAMP measured temperature, conductivity, and pressure at 100 Hz. The data 

streams of the different instruments and the FIDO- were merged together based on 

depth, after the depth offsets were applied. 

 

TurboMAP-L microstructure profiler 

A free-falling turbulence ocean microstructure acquisition profiler-laser 

(TurboMAP-L) (Figure 4.2) was deployed concurrently with the FIDO-Φ during the 
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2006 cruise (Table 4.1). The TurboMAP-L and FIDO-Φ were deployed ~100 m apart; 

since both instruments were subject to horizontal drift as they descend, the horizontal 

displacement between the two sets of measurements was likely much greater. The 

TurboMAP-L carried sensors for turbulent shear and temperature gradient, in addition to 

biological and turbidity microstructure (Doubell et al. 2009; Yamazaki et al. 2009). 

Sample rates ranged between 64 and 512 Hz for different parameters, and typical 

profiling speeds were between 0.50-0.80 m s-1. For a full instrument description, see 

Doubell et al. (2009).  In the present analyses, shear measurements from the TurboMAP-

L were used to estimate dissipation rates of turbulent kinetic energy. 

 

 Description of the 2006 cruise 

The FIDO- was deployed at night during a cruise on the R/V Wecoma from 31 

August 2006 to 07 September 2006 in the Santa Barbara Channel (SBC) off the coast of 

Southern California (see Prairie et al. 2010). Each deployment of the FIDO- consisted 

of 1 or 2 consecutive drops with images acquired during the vehicle’s descent. Although 

the FIDO- primarily descends vertically, some horizontal movement occurs due to the 

semi-Lagrangian nature of the vehicle. This horizontal movement, combined with the 

effects of internal waves, produced ~10 cm-scale noise in FIDO-Φ data that was removed 

by binning and smoothing the data (see below). This noise was so pronounced in the top 

10 to 20 m of the profiles (varying among drops) that these regions were not used in the 

analyses. The descent rate of the instrument package ranged between 3 to 12 cm s-1 

among drops, but was relatively constant within a drop. Images of fluorescent particles 
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were acquired at a rate of 2 Hz. Only the seven FIDO- drops that had concurrent 

TurboMAP-L data were analyzed (Table 4.1). 

Profiles were also made with the ship-deployed SBE 911plus conductivity-

temperature-depth (CTD) system (Sea-Bird Electronics, Bellevue Washington), equipped 

with a rosette with 10 L Niskin bottles and a WETStar fluorometer before or after each of 

the FIDO-Φ deployments to acquire chlorophyll a samples in order to calibrate the 

fluorescence profiles of the FIDO-Φ and the WETStar fluorometer attached to the FIDO-

Φ. Analysis of the water samples included quantifying species composition as described 

in Prairie et al. (2010). 

 

Image processing and beam correction 

A brief summary of the processing of the FIDO-Φ images described in detail in 

Prairie et al. (2010) is provided. The raw 1040 x 1376 pixel images were corrected for the 

spreading of the laser sheet that created systematic variations of fluorescence signal 

strength across the image (Zawada 2002). The corrected images show relative 

fluorescence, necessarily independent of the incident illumination. 

 For each drop, profiles of bulk fluorescence were obtained by integrating the total 

fluorescence signal over each FIDO- image. Binning all data (fluorescence, particle 

concentration, etc.) from the FIDO- over 30 cm and smoothing using a LOWESS 

(locally weighted smoothing scatter) method over 1.5 m removed noise at scales < 30 cm. 

This smoothing did not remove structures < 1.5 m, but rather attenuated the fluorescence 

signal of one- or two-point peaks. Fluorescence profiles were then calibrated to 

concurrent independent profiles of chlorophyll a fluorescence from the WETStar 
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fluorometer attached to the FIDO- and to the chlorophyll a samples taken before or 

after the FIDO- deployments.  

The fluorescent particle concentrations of each image were calculated by labeling 

every particle above a fluorescence intensity threshold in the image (Figure 4.3), and 

dividing the number of particles by the imaging volume. The fluorescence threshold was 

necessary to eliminate the background fluorescence, and resulted in exclusion of the 

smaller (less fluorescent) fluorescent particles. Thus, only the largest fluorescent particles 

(e.g., large eukaryotic phytoplankton, chains, and fluorescent aggregates) are included in 

our profiles of fluorescent particle concentration.  Although we cannot definitively 

determine the minimum size of the particles we count in our images, from instrument 

specifications and laboratory experiments (Zawada 2002) we estimate that this value is 

between 20 μm and 100 μm.  

 The fluorescent particles counted in our images include individual phytoplankters 

and chains, as well as aggregates including phytoplankton. For the sake of brevity we will 

refer to all of the fluorescent objects as ‘particles’. The fluorescence of the particles 

counted in our images – that is, those particles above the fluorescence threshold – 

accounted for 4.4-18.4% (average 10.4%) of the bulk fluorescence signal in our images 

averaging through entire drops. 

Profiles of fluorescent particle concentration versus depth were constructed by 

calculating the number of particles per image at each depth, and dividing it by the volume 

of the imaged region. These profiles were binned to 30 cm and smoothed using a 

LOWESS (locally weighted smoothing scatter) method over 1.5 m just as the 

fluorescence profiles. 
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Calculation of phytoplankton and fluorescence gradients 

We define the scaled particle concentration gradient (SPCG) as:  

SPCG 
1

PC

PC

z
        (1) 

where PC  is particle concentration and z is depth. The SPCG (units: m-1) was calculated as 

the difference between two adjacent points in the smoothed and binned fluorescent 

particle concentration profile divided by the average of the two points. The SPCG is a 

local measure of the sharpness of the particle concentration gradient estimated from the 

fluorescent particle concentration data. Scaling the vertical gradient by the local 

concentration gives the SPCG as an inverse length scale, which is the fractional increase 

(or decrease) in concentration per meter, relative to the local concentration. The SPCG 

allows comparison of particle gradients among different regions of the water column.  

Similarly, the scaled fluorescence gradient (SFG) was defined as: 

z

F

F
SFG





1

         (2) 

where F is fluorescence. The SFG was calculated as the difference between adjacent 

points in the smoothed and binned FIDO-Φ bulk fluorescence profile divided by the 

average of the two points.  

 

Calculation of physical parameters 

Density profiles were obtained from the SCAMP, binned to 1 cm, and smoothed 

over 30 cm. The buoyancy frequency, N, is defined as 
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dz

dg
N




         (3) 

where g is the acceleration due to gravity,  is density, and z is depth. To remove small-

scale variability, N was calculated from the smoothed SCAMP density data, using sliding 

2 m bins in 30 cm intervals to match the points where the scaled gradients were 

calculated.  

The dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy, ε, was calculated from the vertical 

shear of the horizontal velocities measured by TurboMAP-L using:  
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where   is an ensemble average, u’ and v’ are the fluctuations of the horizontal 

velocities, and ν is the kinematic viscosity (Tennekes and Lumley 1972; Yamazaki et al. 

2009). This formula assumes that the turbulence is locally isotropic. The shear variance 

was estimated by integrating the power spectrum of the velocity shear between length 

scales of 1 cpm and half the Kolmogorov scale. A correction was made to recover the 

unresolved variance using the Nasmyth empirical spectrum (Oakey 1982). 

The dissipation rates of turbulent kinetic energy were calculated in sliding ~2 m 

bins in 30 cm intervals, corresponding to the depths of particle concentration and 

fluorescence data from the FIDO-Φ. Eddy diffusivities (or vertical turbulent 

diffusivities), K, were then calculated using the dissipation method (as described in 

Osborn 1980) for the same 30 cm bins as used for the FIDO-Φ data: 

2)1( NR
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K
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f 
 
         (5) 
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where Rf is the flux Richardson number. Osborn (1980) found that an upper bound could 

be placed on the flux Richardson number, yielding the following upper limit 

approximation on eddy diffusivity, which we used in this study: 

2

2.0

N
K


           (6) 

 

The Phytoplankton Gradient Model 

 To model the observed phytoplankton vertical distributions, we assumed that 

diffusion K due to local turbulence would physically displace phytoplankton away from 

an ideal layered distribution. At steady state, the rate that phytoplankton form a layer 

(RPL) through enhanced local growth, swimming, or other (unspecified) processes, would 

balance the diffusion that erodes the layer. These dynamics are described by the 

differential equation: 

 0
2

2
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P
        (7) 

where K  is a locally constant vertical eddy diffusivity, P is phytoplankton concentration, 

z is depth. RPL – the rate of phytoplankton layering – is the depth-dependent rate at which 

P(z) reforms to an ideal underlying layered distribution P*(z) in the absence of mixing. 

RPL is thus defined as:   

))()(( * zPzPRPL          (8) 

where γ is the phytoplankton-specific layer reformation rate. Note that while γ is constant 

with depth, the magnitude and sign of RPL at a given depth depend on the difference 
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between the observed phytoplankton concentration P(z) and the ideal distribution P*(z). 

We model the ideal phytoplankton distribution, P*(z) as an exponential peak:  

 d

zz

ePzP
0

0
* )(




         (9) 

where z0 is the depth of the layer peak, P0 is the maximum phytoplankton concentration 

of P*(z), and d is a vertical length scale (specifically, the e-folding scale) describing the 

thickness of the idealized layer P*(z) in the absence of mixing. Note that throughout this 

paper the “layer thickness” d refers to only half the thickness of a layer flanked by 

positive and negative concentration gradients. Such an isolated layer, if symmetric, would 

have a full thickness of 2d. 

Defining a coordinate system z’=z-z0 so that z’=0 is centered at the depth of the 

peak, we used no-flux boundary conditions at the peak maximum and a distance L away 

from the peak (L>>d): 
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With these boundary conditions, the steady-state solution of this equation is: 
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The steady-state phytoplankton layer in the presence of mixing (Figure 4.4) shows a 

decrease in the layer intensity (lower peak maximum), and a broader vertical distribution 

than the ideal underlying layer, P*(z’). 

The maximum scaled phytoplankton gradient (SPGmax) of a layer is defined as: 

SPGmax  max
1

P

P

z







       (13) 

The SPGmax is the maximum of the local vertical gradient of the phytoplankton, divided 

by the local concentration. It has dimensions of length-1, and gives a measure of the 

sharpness of local changes in phytoplankton concentration. Through numerical analyses 

we found that SPGmax was nonlinearly related to η, resulting in two scaling regions:  

 



K

SPG max     for small η   (14) 

1
max

 dSPG      for large η.   (15) 

where d is the vertical length scale of the idealized layer P*(z) as defined in equation 9. 

As η increases (that is the ratio of the layer reformation rate to the diffusivity increases), 

the SPGmax initially increases linearly with η (Figure 4.5). However, as η increases 

further, the diffusivity is too weak to displace phytoplankton from their ideal profile 

P*(z), whose vertical length scale (i.e. SPGmax) is given by d-1 (eq. 9). Thus for high η 

(weak diffusivity, strong layer reformation), the maximum scaled phytoplankton 

gradients asymptote to the inverse of the same length scale as the underlying ideal 

layered distribution, d – that is, the actual profile P(z) is close to the ideal profile P*(z). In 

this study, we compare the theoretically calculated SPGmax (eqs. 14 and 15) to both 

fluorescent particle concentration and bulk fluorescence data (SPCG and SFG). We 
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expect the observed values of SPCG and SFG to be equal to or less than this theoretical 

SPGmax. 

 

Results 

Observation of gradients and physical variables 

From the 7 drops we analyzed from the September 2006 cruise, we calculated the 

scaled particle concentration gradient (SPCG), buoyancy frequency (N), and vertical eddy 

diffusivity (K) for a total of 903 vertical depth bins (each 30 cm). In general, strong 

SPCG were associated with sharper density gradients: 77.0% of SPCG > 0.20 m-1 and 

87.9% of SPCG > 0.40 m-1 lay in regions with N > 0.01 s-1, while only 64.6% of the water 

column as a whole had this property. Similarly, strong SPCG were associated with 

regions of weaker mixing: 48.5% of SPCG > 0.20 m-1 lay in regions with K < 10-6 m2s-1, 

while only 37.1% of the water column as a whole had this property (Figure 4.6). The 

probability density function of the observed SPCG was skewed to the right, with a mean 

value of 0.18 m-1 and a median value of 0.12 m-1 (Figure 4.7A). The scaled fluorescence 

gradient (SFG) also showed a skewed distribution (Figure 4.7B), but with higher overall 

values, having a mean of 0.21 m-1 and a median of 0.11 m-1. 

 

Comparison of data with the model 

Our model (eqs. 11, 12, 14 and 15) predicts that the SPGmax ≈ (γ/ K)
1/2 for small η 

(weaker layer reformation rate γ, stronger mixing K), and then asymptotes to SPGmax ≈ d-

1 at higher values of η (stronger layer reformation rate γ, weaker mixing K).  Since there 
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was no way to measure the layer reformation rate γ directly in the field, we diagnosed it 

from the data by plotting the observed SPCG and SFG vs. (1/ K)
1/2 (Figure 4.8A). If the 

predictions of the model hold, we would expect to see the SPCG and SFG values bounded 

by an envelope formed by the theoretical SPGmax (as described in eqs. 14 and 15). The 

slope of the linear section of this envelope should be the maximum of γ1/2 (eq. 14) and 

was used to estimate the maximum layer reformation rate, γmax. Furthermore, the 

asymptote of the envelope should equal d-1 (eq. 15). Since d represents the vertical length 

scale of the idealized underlying phytoplankton layer in our model, this asymptote can be 

used to estimate the minimum achievable layer thickness  dmin, the idealized layer 

thickness in the absence of mixing (defined as the e-folding scale of P* as in equation 9). 

The data plotted in Figure 4.8 show that the observed SPCG and SFG were found 

over a range of diffusivities, with most of the data at low values of (1/ K)
1/2. There were 

occasional high values of SPCG and SFG, which we assumed were close to the SPGmax.  

Using the envelope SPGmax predicted by the model, we fit a family of curves 

containing 99% of the SPCG values by varying the slope γ1/2 and gradient ceiling d-1 

(Figure 4.8A). The slopes of the linear sections of these envelopes ranged between 

0.0023 - 0.0033 s-1/2, giving γmax between 0.46 - 0.94 d-1. The model further indicates that 

the asymptote of the envelopes ranged between 0.9 - 1.25 m-1, corresponding to a dmin 

value (minimum idealized layer thickness) of ~1 m. Sensitivity tests showed that 

smoothing the data affected the maximum gradients observed; however, by considering 

both unsmoothed data and data smoothed up to 6 m, we estimated that dmin fell between 

0.4 m to 1.4 m.  
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The SFG data demonstrated greater spread and a less-defined envelope edge than 

the SPCG data (Figure 4.8B). From the SPGmax envelopes we estimated γmax to be 2.25 - 

9.71 d-1. Likewise, the asymptotes of the envelopes ranged between 1.7 - 2.6 m-1, 

corresponding to a minimum idealized layer thickness of ~0.5 m. Smoothing had a 

greater effect on the SFG data, only allowing us to constrain dmin within the range of 0.2 - 

2.7 m for different scales of smoothing. 

These estimated values of  γmax are the maximum possible layer reformation rates. 

Given that 99% of the SPCG and SFG data points lie below the envelope (by design), we 

expect the realized layer reformation rates, γ  to be considerably lower than the 

maximum. Similarly, we expect the realized layer thicknesses to be larger than dmin, 

again, placing the SPCG and SFG data below the theoretical envelope. 

   

Discussion 

The data presented here show that strong phytoplankton gradients were generally 

associated with strong density gradients, and thus more stable regions of the water 

column, consistent with other studies (Cowles et al. 1998; McManus et al. 2003; 

Steinbuck et al. 2009). However, stratification or diffusivity alone did not explain a great 

deal of the variability in the strength of observed gradients. This result is not surprising, 

and most studies in this field have recognized that vertical phytoplankton distributions are 

controlled by a combination of physical and biological dynamics (Stacey et al. 2007; 

Birch et al. 2009). For phytoplankton gradients to be maintained, there must be a balance 

of the processes that create and dissipate them. We developed a simple model that 

contained these two dynamics – layer formation and dissipation (diffusion) – to aid in the 
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interpretation of phytoplankton distribution data. The layer reformation rate γ as defined 

in the model includes any processes that would tend to form a phytoplankton layer at a 

given depth. These processes include enhanced local growth, decreased local mortality, 

directed swimming, or local decreases in sinking rates. Some physical processes can also 

form phytoplankton layers and thus be included in γ. For example, horizontal intrusions 

of phytoplankton-rich water and vertical shearing of phytoplankton patches can form 

layers and sharpen phytoplankton gradients (Franks 1995; Birch et al. 2008).   

To compare our data with the phytoplankton gradient model, we plotted the 

observed SPCG and SFG vs. (1/ K)
1/2 to estimate values for  γmax, the maximum layer 

reformation rate, and dmin, the minimum layer thickness. Given that our measurements of 

phytoplankton gradients and K  were from completely independent sources, there are 

some promising features that support the underlying theory of our model. Our data 

showed that whereas there were many regions with small values of (1/K)
1/2 (i.e., 

relatively strong mixing), very few of these strong mixing regions had strong gradients in 

particle concentration or fluorescence. There is a clear absence of data in the upper left of 

Figures 4.8A and 4.8B. These observations support the prediction of our model that 

sharper phytoplankton gradients occur in regions of weaker mixing. In addition, the 

model predicted that there should be a limit to the strength of the observed SPCG and 

SFG, given by dmin
-1. This prediction was supported by the relatively well-defined upper 

limit to the SPCG and SFG data (Figure 4.8). It is important to note that although the data 

smoothing affected the magnitude of the maximum observed gradients, the shape of the 

data (as shown in Figure 4.8) was insensitive to data smoothing. Here we explore aspects 
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of our analyses, including the differences between the SPCG and SFG, and the calculated 

values of γ and d in relation to the assumptions of the model. 

 

Comparison of phytoplankton concentration and fluorescence gradients 

The range of scaled gradients was higher in fluorescence (SFG) than in particle 

concentration (SPCG) (Figure 4.8). The highest value of SPCG was <1.5 m-1, while the 

SFG exceeded 2 m-1. Since only particles greater than ~20-100 μm were counted in 

profiles of particle concentration, this indicates that the fluorescence of the phytoplankton 

community as a whole had greater spatial variability than the concentration of the large 

fluorescent particles counted in our images. This is consistent with the fact that 

chlorophyll a fluorescence varies by factors other than total biomass, including species 

composition and light history (Cullen 1982). 

In the water samples collected before and after the FIDO-Φ deployments, over 

95% of the species larger than 20 μm consisted of non-swimming, chain-forming diatoms 

(Prairie et al. 2010). These large phytoplankton presumably formed the majority of the 

fluorescent particles imaged. The value of γmax calculated from the slope of the envelopes 

fit to the SPCG data ranged between 0.46 - 0.94 d-1. This range is consistent with 

maximum growth rates of Pseudo-nitzschia – the dominant genus found in our samples – 

as calculated from laboratory studies (e.g., Thessen et al. 2009). Although sinking and 

other mechanisms may also have played a role forming the observed phytoplankton 

gradients, from this we infer that the estimated maximum layer reformation rate γmax for 

the particle concentration data (SPCG) could potentially be accounted for by local 

enhanced net growth alone. The large phytoplankton in this study were largely non-
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motile; however, many studies of phytoplankton layers have demonstrated that 

phytoplankton swimming may be an important mechanism for layer formation and 

maintenance (Cheriton et al. 2009; Ryan et al. 2010; Sullivan et al. 2010). In these cases, 

much larger values of γ may be expected, allowing sharper gradients to form, possibly 

even in regions of strong turbulence. 

The γmax calculated from the SFG data are clearly far larger than realistic 

phytoplankton growth rates. However, these γmax were driven by a few extreme values. 

Specifically, 97.9% of the SFG data could be enclosed by an envelope with the same 

slope (γmax = 0.0033 s-1/2) as the envelope fit to the SPCG data. In addition, the edge of the 

envelope fit to the SFG data was much less well defined than that for the SPCG data. This 

analysis implies that the SFG was more prone to outliers not contained by what we 

believe to be a realistic theoretical envelope. These outliers are a consequence of what the 

variables SPCG and SFG represent. Whereas the SPCG describes vertical changes in the 

concentration of large fluorescent particles (greater than ~20-100 μm), the SFG data 

describes changes in the bulk fluorescence, which can often vary significantly due to 

changes in the size composition of the phytoplankton community (Prairie et al. 2010). 

Bulk fluorescence is a more general measure that includes all phytoplankton from 

cyanobacteria to large eukaryotes. These diverse phytoplankton types are likely to react 

differently to physical and biological forcings, thus violating our model assumption of a 

constant layer reformation rate γ. 

 

Layer reformation rate 
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The γmax calculated from the envelopes fit to our data represent the maximum 

observed values of this parameter. We do not expect the realized values of γ to be nearly 

as high as the maximum; indeed most of the SPCG and SFG data were well below the 

theoretical envelope. We estimated the realized individual values of γ for each of the 903 

data points using the measured SPCG and diffusivity K:   
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that is, the square of the slope of the line drawn from the origin to each point in Figure 

4.8A. These individual γ values from the SPCG data had a mean of 0.0360 d-1 and median 

of 0.0025 d-1 (Figure 4.9A), suggesting that the individual realized layer reformation rates 

γ were quite small – much less than a typical phytoplankton growth rate. The ratio γ/γmax 

(Figure 4.9B) gave a mean of 0.0383 and the median of 0.0027, implying that the 

majority of the measured vertical gradients could be formed and maintained with growth 

rates less than 1% of the maximum estimated (0.94 d-1).   

 One explanation for the observed SPCG and SFG being much smaller than the 

maximum is that in a nonlinearly peaked concentration profile, only a small portion of 

each peak will have a scaled concentration gradient near the maximum; all other scaled 

concentration gradients measured around that peak would – by definition – be much less.   

  Another explanation for the observed gradients (SPCG and SFG) being much less 

than the maximum is that the observed gradients were not, in fact, at steady state as 

required by the model, but were being actively eroded or formed. Several persistent 

phytoplankton features were observed in the FIDO-Φ deployments over consecutive 
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drops (Prairie et al. 2010); however, horizontal drift between drops and the small time 

resolution (~1 h) prevented us from using these drop pairs to determine whether gradients 

were in steady state (Prairie et al. 2010). Instead, we used dimensional analysis to 

estimate the time to reach a steady state in the model. When K is small (weak mixing), 

the time for the model to reach steady state is ~γ-1. When K is large (strong mixing), the 

time to steady state is ~(d2/γK)
1/2.  Using these approximations (which were confirmed 

with numerical analyses), we found that only ~17% of our observations represented a 

time to steady state of <5 days, whereas the median time to steady state was >100 days. 

Clearly this is unrealistically long, suggesting that most of the observed gradients were 

not in steady state, and the departures of the observed SPCG and SFG from the envelope 

were due to the gradients being out of a biological-physical equilibrium.  

Our conclusion that most observed gradients were not in steady state 

demonstrates that this assumption of our model does not always hold, especially for 

gradients representing low values of γ. Weak individual gradients not in steady state may 

represent stronger gradients being actively formed. In this case our calculations of 

individual γ values would underestimate local layer reformation rates, providing a 

potential explanation for the skewed distributions of gradients and individual values of γ 

(Figures 4.7 and 4.9). This reinforces the importance of resolving phytoplankton 

variability over relevant temporal scales as well as spatial scales: knowledge of the 

temporal persistence of phytoplankton gradients is important to understanding their 

underlying dynamics. Although the violation of the steady-state assumption confounds 

conclusions about individual gradients, our estimates of parameter values from the data 

as a whole, such as γmax and dmin should not be affected.  
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Minimum phytoplankton layer thickness 

The application of the model to our data allowed us to estimate the parameter d, a 

vertical length scale of the idealized underlying layer P*(z), or, in other words, the layer 

thickness in the absence of mixing. Although this length scale describes a theoretical 

minimum possible layer thickness given our data, this thickness can never be achieved in 

the presence of mixing. From the model we can relate the idealized length scale d to a 

realized layer thickness. We define this realized layer thickness as one standard deviation 

of the Gaussian curve that best fit the vertical profile of the steady-state phytoplankton 

layer resulting from the model. In conditions of relatively weaker mixing (large η), the 

phytoplankton are able to form thin layers with a thickness close to their ideal thickness d 

(Figure 4.10). With stronger mixing (small η), the layers become much thicker than the 

idealized underlying layer. With our value of dmin falling within the range 0.4 to 1.4 m 

estimated from the SPCG data, and the values of η calculated from our data, we find that 

the minimum realizable particle concentration layer thickness ranged between 0.5 - 2.5 

m.  Likewise, for the SFG data, the minimum realizable fluorescence layer thickness 

ranged between 0.3 - 3.5 m.   

Similar to the estimates of the layer reformation rate, the estimates of the 

minimum layer thickness dmin also represent extremes, since most of the gradients in 

particle concentration and fluorescence were much less than the maximum values 

observed (Figure 4.7).  Individual layer thicknesses can be approximated from the inverse 

of each of the SPCG and SFG values, and demonstrate the same skewed distribution as γ.  

Thus, whereas the minimum realizable layer thickness may be as thin as 0.5 m, the layer 
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thickness represented by gradients is on average much thicker than this minimum, 

suggesting that persistent phytoplankton layers less than 0.5 m thick may be rare in 

coastal waters. This conclusion is consistent with other studies measuring vertical 

phytoplankton structure and provides a possible explanation for infrequent observations 

of layers < 0.5 m in thickness (McManus et al. 2003; Ryan et al. 2008; Sullivan et al. 

2010). The formation of thinner layers would require conditions of strong vertical density 

gradients, weak mixing, and strong layer reformation – through depth-directed 

swimming, for example. 

 

Significance to aquatic environments 

Phytoplankton thin layers represent regions of enhanced ecologically relevant 

activity, including processes such as zooplankton foraging, aggregate formation, sexual 

exchange, infection, and competition (Alldredge et al. 2002; McManus et al. 2003). In 

laboratory experiments, some zooplankton have been shown to be able to find and remain 

in regions of high prey concentration (Tiselius 1992; Menden-Deuer and Grünbaum 

2006). Moreover, zooplankton models have demonstrated that this foraging behavior can 

result in significantly higher grazing and growth rates, thus having implications for 

higher trophic levels and for the speed of layer erosion (Davis et al. 1991; Leising and 

Franks 2000; Menden-Deuer and Fredrickson 2010). Formation of phytoplankton 

aggregates, a process with strong implications for carbon cycling in the ocean, will also 

be intensified in these regions, since aggregate formation relies on the encounter rate of 

individual particles (Jackson 1990). Other planktonic processes such as sex, infection, 

and competition also depend on the contact of individuals. The encounter rate between 
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two groups (e.g. males and females, predator and prey) scales as the product of the local 

concentrations of each group (Kiørboe 1997). Thus small changes in particle 

concentration can have disproportionate effects on the biological dynamics. It is these 

dynamics that determine the rates of fundamental ecosystem processes and the 

biogeochemical fluxes through a food web. Since these phytoplankton layers are of such 

ecological importance, it is essential to understand what controls the gradients that 

support these structures. This study presents a plausible mechanism determining the 

strength of phytoplankton gradients, which represent a balance of the processes forming 

layers and mixing that acts to diffuse them. This understanding allows some capability 

for predicting their occurrence, strength, and persistence, based on biological responses to 

the physical environment.
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 Table 4.1 Description of the times, locations, and number of drops and images for each 

deployment of the FIDO- on the 2006 cruise. The time of drop is listed as the time of 

acquisition of the first image.   

FIDO- drop 
number 

Date of 
FIDO- 
drop 

Location of 
FIDO- drop 

Time of 
FIDO- 
drop (PDT) 

Duration of  
FIDO- drop 
(minutes) 

Corresponding 
TurboMAP-L 
drop 

Time of 
TurboMAP-L 
drop (PDT) 

Drop 3-1 01 Sep 06  34˚24’163 N, 
120˚01’780 W 

20:09 h 
 

15 
 

Drop 3-1 20:23 h 

Drop 3-2 01 Sep 06  34˚24’163 N, 
120˚01’780 W 

20:38 h 14 Drop 3-7 20:41 h 

Drop 4-1 01 Sep 06 34˚23’077 N, 
120˚03’175 W 

23:05 h 
 

19 Drop 3-15 23:38 h 

Drop 4-2 01 Sep 06 34˚23’077 N, 
120˚03’175 W 

23:39 h 53 Drop 3-19 23:55 h 

Drop 7-1 03 Sep 06  34˚22’976 N, 
120˚00’007 W 

19:06 h 20 Drop 7-2 19:24 h 

Drop 7-2 03 Sep 06 34˚22’976 N, 
120˚00’007 W 

19:53 h 42 Drop 8-2 20:08 h 

Drop 8-2 04 Sep 06  34˚23’013 N, 
120˚00’011 W 

00:40 h 15 
 

Drop 9-3 00:42 h 
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Figure 4.1 (A) The FIDO-Φ on deck of the R/V Wecoma. (B) Schematic of the FIDO-Φ 

system showing the camera and laser housings and the region where the laser sheet is 

imaged. The placement of the attached WETStar fluorometer and SCAMP are also 

shown. 
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Figure 4.2 A photograph of the TurboMAP-L, deployed on the 2006 cruise concurrently 

with the FIDO-Φ. Data from the TurboMAP-L was used to estimate dissipation rates of 

turbulent kinetic energy. 
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Figure 4.3 (A) An example of an image from the FIDO-Φ showing the distribution of 

fluorescent particles after the fluorescence threshold was applied. (B) A 600 pixel x 600 

pixel inset of the same image. The bottom surface depicts the fluorescence intensities for 

the image inset. Any peaks that exceeded the fluorescence threshold (the threshold was 

85 relative fluorescence units for this drop) are colored black, and are defined as 

particles. The resulting distribution of particles can be seen in the overlaid image inset. 
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Figure 4.4 Steady-state solution of the phytoplankton layer model for three different sets 

of parameters. The idealized underlying distribution P*(z’) in the absence of mixing is 

shown in red, with a vertical length scale d = 1.2 m, P0 = 1 mL-1, and L = 5 m. The blue 

curve shows the steady-state phytoplankton concentration profile, P(z’), with parameters 

K = 10-6 m2 s-1 and γ = 10-5 s-1. The green curve shows the steady-state phytoplankton 

concentration profile, P(z’), with parameters K = 5 x 10-6 m2 s-1 and γ = 10-5 s-1. The 

black curve shows the steady-state phytoplankton concentration profile, P(z’), with 

parameters K = 10-5 m2 s-1 and γ = 10-5 s-1. Orange and purple arrows to the right of the 

plot show the effects of increasing the parameters K and γ respectively on the steady-

state solution of the model.  Increases in the parameter K act to weaken gradients, by 

broadening and weakening the layer, while increases in γ act to sharpen gradients, by 

narrowing and intensifying the layer. Bars on the right of plot show regions were RPL > 0 

– that is, where P*(z’) is greater than P(z’) – and regions where RPL < 0 – that is, where 

P(z’) is greater than P*(z’). 
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Figure 4.5 An example of the maximum phytoplankton gradient, SPGmax, derived 

empirically from the model at steady state, plotted vs. η, for d = 1.2 m (black line). The 

red line indicates the line SPGmax = η, and the horizontal dashed black line indicates the 

line SPGmax = d-1, the two scaling regions for SPGmax. We would expect observed scaled 

concentration gradients to lie under the black curve, in the region colored blue, i.e. SPG ≤ 

SPGmax. 
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Figure 4.6 Vertical profiles of properties from Drop 7-2. (A) Fluorescent particle 

concentration. (B) Scaled particle concentration gradient, SPCG. Red dotted line indicates 

a scaled particle concentration gradient of 0.2 m-1. (C) Buoyancy frequency, N. Red 

dotted line indicates a buoyancy frequency value of N = 0.01 s-1. (D) Diffusivity, K.  Red 

dotted line indicates K = 10-6 m2s-1. 

. 
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Figure 4.7 (A) Probability density function of all observed scaled particle concentration 

gradients (SPCG) from 7 drops of the September 2006 cruise. (B) Probability density 

function of all observed scaled fluorescence gradients (SFG) from the same data. 
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Figure 4.8 (A) Scaled particle concentration gradient (SPCG) plotted vs. K
-1/2 for 30 cm 

sections of data from 7 drops of the September 2006 cruise. A family of envelopes 

containing 99% of the data points can be constructed by varying the slope (γmax
-1/2) and 

gradient ceiling (dmin
-1). The blue curve displays the envelope with the maximum slope 

(0.0033 s-1/2) and minimum gradient ceiling (0.9 m-1). Conversely, the red dotted 

envelope displays the envelope with the minimum slope (0.0023 s-1/2) and maximum 

gradient ceiling (1.25 m-1). (B) Scaled fluorescence gradient (SFG) plotted vs. K
-1/2 for 

the same data. The blue curve displays the envelope with the maximum slope (0.0106 s-

1/2) and minimum gradient ceiling (1.7 m-1). Conversely, the red dotted curve displays the 

envelope with the minimum slope (0.0051 s-1/2) and maximum gradient ceiling (2.6 m-1). 
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Figure 4.9 (A) Probability density function of the individual realized γ values for each 

SPCG in Figure 7A. (B) Probability density function of the individual realized γ values 

for each SPCG in Figure 7A as a fraction of the maximum estimated γmax (0.94 day-1).   
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Figure 4.10 From the model solution at steady state, the ratio of the realized layer 

thickness to d, the idealized layer thickness in the absence of mixing, for given values of 

η = (γ/ K)
1/2. 
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CHAPTER V. 

THE TRANSITION FROM INDIVIDUAL TO CONTINUOUS SCALES IN 

ECOLOGY: WHAT IS A PHYTOPLANKTON PATCH? 

 

Abstract  

Phytoplankton distributions are often measured using bulk properties such as 

chlorophyll a fluorescence and interpreted as though they were continuous in space. 

However, at the smallest scales, where phytoplankton interact with each other and their 

environment, phytoplankton are discrete individuals. At what scale does the transition 

from continuum to discrete occur? From images of in situ chlorophyll a fluorescence we 

show that peaks in fluorescence at < 1 cm scales are often caused by one large 

phytoplankter, not an increase in phytoplankton concentration. From our profiles, we can 

estimate the sample scale above which phytoplankton can be truly measured as a 

continuum. Whether microscale fluorescence peaks are composed of large individuals or 

increased concentrations of smaller phytoplankton has implications for all planktonic 

ecologic processes, including trophic dynamics and carbon cycling.  
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Introduction 

 Inferences about organism distributions and dynamics depend on the scales at 

which they are measured (Wiens 1989; Levin 1992; Dungan et al. 2002). Most if not all 

fundamental ecological processes begin with interactions among individuals, including 

sex, infection, predation, aggregation and competition. Even regional and global scale 

patterns are consequences of the individual interactions that occur at smaller scales. The 

transition from the scale of individuals to the scale of an assemblage is therefore 

particularly important because of its effects on larger-scale ecological dynamics. 

Theoretical studies have shown that, at small scales of observation, the presence of 

individual organisms can obstruct the interpretation of spatial patterns. At larger scales, 

the variability from individuals is averaged out, allowing spatial patterns to be more 

easily interpreted, though losing small-scale information (Rand and Wilson 1995; 

Keeling et al. 1997; Pascual and Levin 1999; Habeeb et al. 2005). The study of this 

fundamental scale transition in the plankton has been very limited (Siegel 1998) with no 

empirical work, despite the fact that it influences the interpretation of all planktonic 

processes, including carbon cycling and trophic dynamics. 

Although sampling the distributions of individuals may be a relatively trivial 

problem in many terrestrial environments, technological limitations have precluded us 

from doing the same for the plankton. In plankton ecology, bulk measurements have 

generally been used to quantify properties and dynamics. With improvements in 

technology we have access to in situ information at increasingly small spatial scales. The 

fundamental question then is at what sampling scale do stochastic occurrences of 

individual organisms begin to represent the observed fluctuations in bulk properties?  
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 Phytoplankton biomass remains difficult to measure in situ, especially at small 

scales. However, a few studies have used high-resolution sampling devices and observed 

patchiness in plankton distribution on centimeter scales (Mitchell and Fuhrman 1989; 

Bjornsen and Nielsen 1991; Waters et al. 2003). The use of fluorometers has allowed a 

more automated method to measure the induced fluorescence of chlorophyll a as a proxy 

for phytoplankton biomass both in the lab and in situ (Lorenzen 1966; Denman and 

Gargett 1995). As technology has improved, the spatial resolution of fluorometers, and 

thus the sample scale, has decreased from liters to milliliters (meters to centimeters). At 

the microscale (<1 cm) recent instruments have revealed intense peaks in fluorescence 

(Desiderio et al. 1993; Wolk et al. 2002; Doubell et al. 2006; Yamazaki et al. 2006; 

Doubell et al. 2009). Although these studies using both fluorometers and high-resolution 

sampling devices have inferred that phytoplankton are heterogeneously disturbed on 

scales less than 1 cm, it remains unclear whether the observed microscale patches of 

chlorophyll a fluorescence represent 1) increases in phytoplankton cell abundance, or 2) a 

large cell in a small sample volume (Figure 5.1). The ecological implications of these two 

different types of peak are significant.  

Using data from an in situ planar laser imaging fluorometer, we show that large 

individual phytoplankton (e.g., diatoms, dinoflagellates) can often be responsible for 

microscale patches of chlorophyll a fluorescence. Analyzing these data across a range of 

scales, we calculate a minimum sample scale at which the random fluctuations from 

individual phytoplankton no longer affects the interpretation of bulk spatial patterns. 

 

Methods 
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Description of the FIDO-  

Images of chlorophyll a fluorescence were produced from a free-falling planar 

laser fluorescence imaging system, FIDO- (Figure 5.2A), deployed in the Santa Barbara 

Channel in September 2006. A full description of the instrument package and cruise can 

be found in Prairie et al. (2010). The FIDO- was equipped with a laser and camera, 

mounted on opposite sides of the frame and both angled downward at 45˚. The sensitive 

charge-coupled device (CCD) camera (Cooke Sensicam) imaged the laser sheet at a 90˚ 

angle, with the center of the image plane 60 cm below the bottom of the frame. The 

dimensions of this imaged region were ~9.8 cm x 13 cm x 0.65 cm. Interposed between 

the lens and the camera was a filter, which transmitted light at a wavelength range of 

670-690 nm (chlorophyll a fluorescence). Images of fluorescent particles were taken at a 

rate of 2 Hz. In this study, the seven drops of the FIDO-Φ which corresponded with 

concurrent Turbo-MAP-L drops were analyzed (Prairie et al. in press). 

The images from the FIDO- had a field of view of ~ 9.8 cm x 13 cm with a 

resolution slightly less than 100 µm pixel-1. The raw 1040 x 1376 pixel images were 

processed using MATLAB. The spreading of the laser sheet produces a drop in intensity 

towards the edges, creating systematic variations of fluorescence signal strength in the 

images that were corrected before analysis (Zawada 2002). This bias was quantified by 

averaging all of the fluorescent images from each drop to create a reference, then median 

filtering this reference to create the beam pattern correction image. All images were then 

divided by this beam pattern correction image to remove the bias (Franks and Jaffe 2001; 

Franks and Jaffe 2008). The resultant images show relative fluorescence independent of 

the incident illumination.   
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TurboMAP-L microsctructure profiler 

The turbulence ocean microstructure acquisition profiler-laser (TurboMAP-L) is a 

free-falling microstructure profiler which was deployed concurrently with the FIDO-Φ 

during the 2006 cruise (Doubell et al. 2009; Yamazaki et al. 2009; Prairie et al. in press).  

The TurboMAP-L carries sensors for chlorophyll a fluorescence in addition to physical 

microstructure measurements such as turbulent shear and temperature gradient. Sample 

rates range between 64 and 512 Hz for different parameters, and typical profiling speeds 

are between 0.50-0.80 m s-1. For a full instrument description, see Doubell et al. (2009). 

 

Creating microscale fluorescence profiles from the FIDO-Φ 

Vertical profiles of chlorophyll a fluorescence were created from images by 

binning 24 x 23 pixel regions which, given a depth of the laser sheet of 6.5 mm, are 

equivalent to ~32 μL, the approximate sample volume of the TurboMAP-L (Figure 5.2B).  

Each square bin was vertically displaced ~21 pixels from the subsequent bin to 

correspond to the 2 mm vertical sampling resolution of the TurboMAP-L, allowing 43 

square bins to fit vertically in each image of the FIDO-. From each of the seven drops 

of the FIDO-Φ, 5 microscale vertical profiles of chlorophyll a fluorescence were created, 

resulting in 35 profiles totaling 224,695 data points.  

The top portions of the FIDO-Φ vertical profiles were cropped to remove error 

created by movement of internal waves.  The cropped profiles were then calibrated to the 

corresponding TurboMAP-L profiles of fluorescence using a linear correction that 

minimized the root mean square between profiles from the FIDO-Φ and TurboMAP-L 
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that were median-filtered to ~20 cm. The resulting median-filtered calibrated FIDO-Φ 

and TurboMAP-L profiles strongly agreed, with each pair of profiles having a root mean 

square error less than 7.5% of the maximum fluorescence value (Figure 5.3A). However, 

at the 2 mm scale at which the TurboMAP-L acquires samples (i.e., not median-filtered), 

the TurboMAP-L and the calibrated FIDO-Φ profiles do not covary (Figure 5.3B); these 

small-scale differences are expected because of the gaps in times and locations at which 

the FIDO-Φ and TurboMAP-L were deployed.  

 

Identifying particles in the FIDO-Φ images 

 Fluorescent particles were identified in each image by labeling every particle 

above a fluorescence intensity threshold in the image. This threshold was necessary to 

eliminate the background fluorescence, and resulted in exclusion of the smaller (less 

fluorescent) fluorescent particles. Thus, only the largest fluorescent particles (large 

eukaryotic phytoplankton, chains, and fluorescent aggregates) are included in our profiles 

of fluorescent particle concentration. Although it is possible to estimate the size of 

particles greater than 1 pixel in length, it is not possible to determine the size of particles 

that only occupy 1 pixel in our images, since we know from laboratory tests that 

fluorescent particles much smaller than the image resolution (~100 μm) can be detected 

by the camera. Thus, we cannot definitively determine the minimum size of the particles 

we count in our images. However, from instrument specifications and laboratory 

experiments (Zawada 2002), we can constrain this value between about 20 and 100 μm.    

The fluorescence intensity threshold was determined empirically for each drop to 

be at least 2 standard deviations above the mean fluorescence value in an image. A bias 
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in the particle-center frequency distribution required the use of a varying threshold 

matrix, such that when this threshold matrix was interposed over the images, an even 

particle-center frequency distribution resulted throughout the field of view of the image.  

Although this threshold matrix varied from drop to drop, it was kept constant within 

drops to obtain relative fluorescent particle abundances throughout the water column.  

The calculation of the threshold matrix required a horizontal cropping of the images, thus 

requiring no data to be used within 200 pixels of either horizontal edge of an image. 

 

Identifying microscale fluorescence peaks 

Microscale fluorescence peaks were identified in each cropped and calibrated 

profile of fluorescence derived from the FIDO-Φ as any region where the fluorescence 

exceeded a baseline (Figure 5.4A). The baseline was calculated as a 1 m running mean of 

each fluorescence profile, which was then smoothed to 50 cm. Peaks that were located at 

the edges of images (and thus were not fully resolved in the profile of fluorescence) were 

discounted. In the 35 FIDO-Φ microscale fluorescence profiles, a total of 36,285 peaks 

were identified.  

Regions identified as microscale fluorescence peaks were then located in the 

corresponding FIDO-Φ images to determine whether the peak was formed by one or 

more large fluorescent particles (Figure 5.1B2) or by an increase in the concentration of 

smaller phytoplankton (Figure 5.1B1). We identified large fluorescent particles as pixels 

in the images that were above the set fluorescence threshold as described in the previous 

section (Figure 5.4); parts of images below this threshold represent small fluorescent 

particles (Prairie et al. 2010). These large fluorescent particles included large eukaryotic 
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phytoplankton, cell chains, and fluorescent aggregates; small fluorescent particles 

included small phytoplankton such as cyanobacteria and eukaryotic picoautotrophs. In 

addition, the major axis length and area of each large fluorescent particle were recorded. 

  

Calculating the fractional change in fluorescence from individual particles 

To determine the effect of individual particles on changes in bulk fluorescence, 

we ran Monte Carlo simulations using data from the FIDO-Φ to calculate the fractional 

change in fluorescence that would occur when a single large fluorescent particle was 

added to a sample volume of a given size, ranging from less than 1 μL to greater than 5 

mL. Each simulation consisted of adding the fluorescence of one particle from a 

probability density function of over 100,000 particles to a background fluorescence 

value. The background fluorescence value was calculated from the median fluorescence 

value of a single pixel in a FIDO-Φ image (averaged for all images in a drop), scaled to 

the size of the given sample volume. To produce mean, median, and 95th percentile 

curves, we averaged these values from 100 runs of 1000 Monte Carlo simulations each.  

 

Results and Discussion 

 

Composition of Microscale Fluorescence Peaks  

To determine the composition of microscale fluorescence peaks, we determined 

the percentage of peaks that contained at least one large fluorescent particle within the 

bin at the peak maximum and compared it to the percentage of bins overall that contained 

at least one large fluorescent particle (Table 5.1). The results show that the majority of 
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the peaks were caused by the presence of one or more large phytoplankton or aggregates: 

of the 36,285 microscale fluorescence peaks, 63.2% contained at least one particle. This 

was significantly higher than the percentage of all sample bins which contained at least 

one large particle (24.2%), as determined by a two-sample t test (p<0.0001). 

Furthermore, we determined the effect of large fluorescent particles when sampling 

fluorescence at this scale by calculating the percentage of bins with large fluorescent 

particles that were found within peaks. This analysis illustrated when a large fluorescent 

particle was present in a sample bin, it most often caused a peak: 64.8% of all bins that 

contained at least one particle were located within a peak. This was significantly higher 

than the percentage of bins overall that were located within peaks (31.4%) as determined 

by a two-sample t test (p<0.0001). 

 Our observations clearly show that the majority of the microscale fluorescence 

peaks were created by the presence of one or more large fluorescent particles. However, 

peaks most often did not consist of more than one of these particles. The average number 

of large fluorescent particles within microscale fluorescence peaks (including peaks that 

spanned more than one sample bin) was 1.25 particles (Table 5.2). The average length of 

large fluorescent particles within peaks was 5.95 pixels (corresponding to ~535 μm; 

Table 5.3) while the average area of large fluorescent particles within peaks was 14.58 

pixels2 (corresponding to ~118098 μm2, Table 5.4). Water samples acquired at the time of 

image acquisition showed that many large individual phytoplankton (consisting primarily 

of chain-forming diatoms) were present, thus accounting for many of the large 

fluorescent particles in our images (Prairie et al. 2010). However, the average size of 

large fluorescent particles within microscale fluorescence peaks suggests that in addition 
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to large individual phytoplankton and phytoplankton chains, many of the large 

fluorescent particles were likely aggregates (i.e., marine snow). 

The number and characteristics of particles within microscale fluorescence peaks 

changed with the relative fluorescence intensity of a peak (i.e., the height of a peak) 

(Figure 5.5). Peak intensity was defined as the ratio of fluorescence at the peak maximum 

to the baseline – thus peak intensity ≥ 1. To compare peak intensity with particle data, 

peaks were divided into four categories of increasing peak intensity (Table 5.5), and 

differences in particle properties at the peak maximum were calculated using two-sample 

t tests between each pair of peak intensity categories. The probability that a microscale 

fluorescence peak contained at least one large fluorescent particle significantly increased 

as peak intensity increased (p<0.0001). The average number of large fluorescent particles 

within the peak maximum was also found to significantly increase with peak intensity 

(p<0.0001). However, even for the peaks of greatest intensity, the average number of 

large fluorescent particles within the peak maximum was only 1.60. By contrast, both the 

average length and area of particles within the peak maximum increased significantly 

with peak intensity (p<0.0001). This suggests that the most intense microscale 

fluorescence peaks do not indicate the presence of more large fluorescent particles, but 

rather are likely the result of an extremely large fluorescent particle (such as a marine 

snow particle).  

The number and characteristics of large fluorescent particles within microscale 

fluorescence peaks were also compared to the width of peaks, defined as the number of 

points in the fluorescence profile in which the peak continuously exceeded the baseline 

(where one point ~ 2 mm). Just as with peak intensity, peaks were divided into four 
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categories of increasing peak width (Table 5.6), and differences in particle properties 

within the entire region occupied by a peak were calculated using two-sample t tests 

between each pair of peak width categories. The average number of large fluorescent 

particles within peaks significantly increased with peak width (p < 0.0001 in all cases, 

except p = 0.02 in the t test between the last two width categories; Figure 5.6A). 

However, the average area and length of large fluorescent particles within peaks did not 

demonstrate a monotonic relationship with peak width (Figures 5.6B and 5.6C). This 

implies that wider microscale fluorescent peaks are more likely to be composed of a 

greater number of larger fluorescent particles, but not necessarily larger than average 

particles.  

 

The transition scale from individuals to a continuum 

The above analyses have shown that sampling at very small scales, individual 

fluorescent particles can strongly influence the observed spatial patterns. Previous 

theoretical predictions showed that at small scales, stochastic noise from individuals 

makes it difficult or impossible to interpret the underlying spatial pattern; however, above 

a certain scale, this stochasticity becomes negligible allowing generalizations about 

spatial patterns to be made (Keeling et al. 1997; Pascual and Levin 1999; Habeeb et al. 

2005). Here we aimed to determine the sample scale required so that the stochastic 

occurrence of individual particles would not contribute significantly to the observed 

fluorescence signal. In other words, above what scale can phytoplankton be measured as 

a continuum, unaffected by the presence of individuals? Since phytoplankton live in a 3D 

world, it is appropriate to define sample scale as a sample volume. To determine this 
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important transition scale, we ran Monte Carlo simulations calculating the fractional 

change in fluorescence that occurred when a single large particle was added to sample 

volumes ranging from less than 1 μL to greater than 5 mL (see Methods). The results 

show that as sample volume increased, the fluorescence of an individual particle had a 

lesser affect on the change in total fluorescence, eventually becoming negligible (Figure 

5.7). When the presence of an individual no longer has a significant effect on the bulk 

measurement, the variable can then be interpreted as continuous.  

The relationship between sample volume and the relative contribution of 

individual particles to bulk fluorescence provides the information to define a critical 

sample scale given a set level of acceptable error (Figure 5.7). For example, using the 

criterion that a single large particle should cause less than a 5% increase over the 

background fluorescence on average, the sample volume needs to be at least 0.23 mL. 

However, if we are to apply more stringent conditions on what we consider a continuum, 

requiring that 95% of the time a large particle will cause less than a 5% increase over 

background fluorescence levels, then a 0.86 mL sample volume is needed. Although 

these values are calculated for the specific conditions observed during our sampling, they 

provide estimates that demonstrate that individual phytoplankton affect bulk 

measurements at a broad range of small scales, including those resolved by most 

microscale fluorometers (e.g., the RSVP, Desiderio et al. 1993; the TurboMAP, Wolk et 

al. 2002 and Yamazaki et al. 2006; the FluoroMAP, Doubell et al. 2006; the TurboMAP-

L, Doubell et al. 2009). Furthermore, this analysis shows that with knowledge of the 

fluorescent particle composition at the time of sampling, one can accurately determine 

the predicted effect of individual particles on bulk measurements at any scale.  
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Implications of plankton distributions at the microscale 

Global manifestations of ecological phytoplankton dynamics originate from 

interactions at the microscale – the scale of the individual. Individual phytoplankton 

interact with bacteria, grazers, and each other to influence fundamental ecosystem 

processes. However, this study has demonstrated that the patterns observed when 

measuring phytoplankton distributions at the microscale using traditional methods can be 

strongly distorted by the presence of large individual fluorescent particles. Thus, when 

measuring phytoplankton patchiness at these scales using fluorescence or other bulk 

measurements, it would be impossible to distinguish whether an observed patch is due to 

a significant increase in the number of small phytoplankton or the presence of one large 

phytoplankter or marine snow particle (Figure 5.1). The question is, do these different 

types of fluorescence patches have any ecological significance? In terms of microscale 

implications for both carbon cycling and trophic dynamics, the answer is certainly yes.  

Large marine snow particles (aggregates) have been shown to play an important 

role in the biological pump (Alldredge and Silver 1988; Turner 2002). Because marine 

snow sinks rapidly through the water column, its presence can greatly increase vertical 

carbon flux (Shanks and Trent 1980; Turner 2002; McDonnell and Buesseler 2010). 

Additionally, the formation of these aggregates strongly depends on the size and 

abundance of particles in the water column (Jackson 1990). Thus, a microscale patch 

composed of one large aggregate may contribute much more to vertical carbon export 

compared to a patch of many small phytoplankton. 
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The composition of microscale patches may also strongly influence trophic 

dynamics on these scales. Laboratory studies have demonstrated that mesozooplankton 

such as copepods have foraging behaviors that allow them to seek out and remain in 

regions of high prey concentration (Bird and Kitting 1982; Tiselius 1992). It is unlikely 

that large, rare, individual phytoplankton appear as a prey patch for these larger grazers. 

However, this is not to imply that individual phytoplankton can never act as patches. 

Many studies have now shown that bacteria may be able to accumulate on a single 

particle; marine snow particles can act as hot spots for bacterial activity (Mitchell et al. 

1985; Azam and Long 2001; Kiorboe and Jackson 2001; Stocker et al. 2008). Thus, the 

patch dynamics at this scale strongly depend on the organism – what appears as a patch to 

bacteria may be only a single prey item for a copepod. Although there is much more to 

learn about microscale plankton foraging dynamics, the composition of microscale 

patches of fluorescence clearly has implications for the organisms that rely on 

phytoplankton. 

The significance of individual phytoplankton to marine ecosystem dynamics 

motivates the importance of finding methods to measure microscale phytoplankton 

patterns in situ. However, as we attempt to measure phytoplankton distributions at 

smaller and smaller scales, the patterns are obfuscated by the scale at which we observe 

them. Although the result that spatial patterns are scale-dependent is not new in ecology, 

it is necessary to learn how information is passed from one scale to another in order to 

interpret ecological patterns (Wiens 1989; Levin 1992; Dungan 2002). In many 

disciplines, such as landscape ecology, there have been great strides in quantifying how 

patterns change with the scale of observation and analysis (Turner et al. 1989; Wu 2004), 
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but the same has not been true for microscale phytoplankton distributions. Advances in 

technology have recently allowed the measurement of phytoplankton properties at the 

microscale. However, a lack of consideration for the scale-dependence of pattern has 

hindered the interpretation of true microscale dynamics. Here we have made a first step 

towards quantifying this phytoplankton scale-dependence by using in situ microscale 

images of phytoplankton to determine the scale above which individuals no longer 

significantly affect observations of bulk spatial patterns. Although the findings are 

specific to the location and time of this study, the general conclusions demonstrate that 

individuals and community composition have a significant impact on observed bulk 

phytoplankton patterns at a broad range of small scales. Focusing on individual 

measurements rather than bulk properties may be the only way to determine the 

microscale phytoplankton patterns that are critical to global ocean processes.
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Table 5.1 Description of the microscale fluorescence profiles created from each drop of 

the FIDO- on the 2006 cruise.   

FIDO- 
drop 
number 

Total data 
points in 
microscale 
fluorescence 
profiles 

Number of 
data points 
within a 
peak 

Number of 
data points 
containing 
at least one 
particle 

Number of 
data points 
within a 
peak and 
containing 
at  least one 
particle 

Total 
number of 
peaks 

Number of 
peaks with 
at least one 
particle 
within the 
peak 
maximum 

Drop 3-1 34117 8329 9664 
 

6508 
 

4961 
 

4338 

Drop 3-2 18244 5130 
 

4005 2893 2532 1853 

Drop 4-1 34883 14566 2181 
 

1821 5817 
 

1203 

Drop 4-2 72972 26279 
 

15407 10332 12825 6836 

Drop 7-1 23297 6209 
 

8798 5089 3721 3175 

Drop 7-2 
 

36782 8952 13612 7979 5768 5199 

Drop 8-2 4400 1091 
 

608 522 661 338 

Total 224695 70556 54275 35144 
 

36285 22942 
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Table 5.2 Average and median number of particles found within all sample bins and 

within microscale peaks of from each drop of the FIDO- on the 2006 cruise.   

 FIDO- drop 
number 

Average 
number of 
particles in 
each sample 
bin 

Average 
number of 
particles in 
each 
microscale 
peak 

Median 
number of 
particles in 
each sample 
bin 

Median 
number of 
particles in 
each 
microscale 
peak 

Drop 3-1 0.3511 
 

1.4773 0 1 

Drop 3-2 0.2661 1.2243 
 

0 1 

Drop 4-1 0.0803 
 

0.3534 0 0 

Drop 4-2 0.3007 1.0901 
 

0 1 

Drop 7-1 0.5686 1.9535 
 

0 1 

Drop 7-2 
 

0.5420 1.9012 0 1 

Drop 8-2 0.1677 0.7761 
 

0 1 

Total 0.3360 1.2461 0 1 
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Table 5.3 Average and median major axis lengths of particles from each drop of the 

FIDO- on the 2006 cruise. Lengths are given in pixels, where 1 pixel ~ 90 µm. 

 

 

FIDO- drop 
number 

Average 
length of all 
particles 
(pixels) 

Average 
length of 
particles 
within 
microscale 
peaks (pixels) 

Median length 
of all particles 
(pixels) 

Median length 
of particles 
within 
microscale 
peaks (pixels) 

Drop 3-1 4.3246 
 

5.2778 3.8791 5.0094 

Drop 3-2 4.7052 
 

5.6629 4.0537 5.0966 

Drop 4-1 4.4664 
 

5.1008 3.4976 4.3817 

Drop 4-2 4.5071 
 

5.3203 3.8541 4.8661 

Drop 7-1 4.6825 
 

5.9682 3.8541 5.2510 

Drop 7-2 
 

5.8405 7.3499 5.0667 6.7300 

Drop 8-2 5.8546 7.2957 4.4645 5.6272 

Total 4.8854 5.9457 4.1633 5.2985 
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Table 5.4 Average and median area of particles from each drop of the FIDO- on the 

2006 cruise. Areas are given in pixels2, where 1 pixel2 ~8100 µm2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIDO- drop 
number 

Average area 
of all particles 
(pixels2) 

Average area 
of particles 
within 
microscale 
peaks (pixels2) 

Median area of 
all particles 
(pixels2) 

Median area of 
particles 
within 
microscale 
peaks (pixels2) 

Drop 3-1 10.6069 
 

14.8612 6.0 10.5 

Drop 3-2 10.0651 
 

13.4761 5.5 9.0 

Drop 4-1 7.3890 
 

8.9193 4.0 6.0 

Drop 4-2 8.0582 
 

10.5412 5.5 8.5 

Drop 7-1 9.4150 
 

13.8850 5.0 9.0 

Drop 7-2 
 

14.2403 21.3625 8.0 15.5 

Drop 8-2 11.6260 15.1715 5.0 7.5 

Total 10.4721 14.5836 6.0 10.0 
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Table 5.5 Number of microscale fluorescence peaks and their particle composition 

categorized by peak intensity among all drops of the FIDO-. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Peak Intensity Total number 
of peaks of 
given peak 
intensity 

Fraction of 
peaks that 
contained at 
least one 
particle 

Average 
number of 
particles 
within peaks 

Average 
length of 
particles 
within peaks 
(pixels) 

Average area 
of particles 
within peaks 
(pixels2) 

Peak intensity 
 < 1.1 

18640 0.36 0.47 4.05 6.10 

Peak intensity 
 ≥ 1.1 and < 1.25 

7208 0.84 1.23 5.13 9.22 

Peak intensity 
 ≥ 1.25 and < 1.5 

4878 0.97 1.53 6.47 14.33 

Peak intensity 
 ≥ 1.5 

5559 1.00 1.60 8.63 30.29 
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Table 5.6 Number of microscale fluorescence peaks and their particle composition 

categorized by peak width among all drops of the FIDO-. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Peak width Total number 
of peaks of 
given peak 
intensity 

Average 
number of 
particles 
within peaks 

Average 
length of 
particles 
within peaks 
(pixels) 

Average area 
of particles 
within peaks 
(pixels2) 

Peak width = 1 
point 

21318 0.90 5.60 12.04 

Peak width = 2 
points 

8294 1.47 6.29 15.80 

Peak width = 3 
points 

3046 1.98 6.23 15.66 

Peak width ≥ 4 
points 

3627 2.14 6.05 18.12 
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Figure 5.1 A schematic showing two different scenarios for the composition of a 

microscale fluorescence peak. On the left is a schematic profile of fluorescence showing 

a microscale peak. Points labeled A and C represent regions of low background levels of 

fluorescence, while the point labeled B represents a region of increased fluorescence. On 

the right shows hypothetical microscale sample volumes corresponding to the numbered 

points on the profile on the left. In sample volumes A and C, corresponding to low levels 

of fluorescence, we may expect to find a background concentration of small 

phytoplankton (e.g., cyanobacteria), as represented by the green spheres. However there 

are two likely scenarios for the composition of a microscale peak as indicated by point B 

on the profile: the sample volume may be composed of a higher concentration of the 

small phytoplankton as (B1) or the sample volume may have the same background 

concentration of small phytoplankton as in A and C, but contain a large eukaryotic 

phytoplankton (here shown as a diatom chain, B2).  
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Figure 5.2 (A) The FIDO-Φ on deck of the R/V Wecoma.  (B) An example of an image 

from the FIDO-Φ. The color bar represents chlorophyll a fluorescence with strongly 

fluorescent particles appearing in red. The black boxes represent the binning schematic 

used to create the microscale vertical profiles of chlorophyll a fluorescence. Each bin 

(black box) encompasses a volume of ~32 μL. 
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Figure 5.3 Comparison of corresponding profiles of chlorophyll a fluorescence from the 

FIDO-Φ (Drop 7-2) and the TurboMAP-L (Drop 8-2). (A) Profiles of fluorescence from 

the TurboMAP-L (blue line) and FIDO-Φ (red line) smoothed to 20 cm. (B) Unsmoothed 

profiles of fluorescence from the TurboMAP-L (blue line) and FIDO-Φ (red line).  
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Figure 5.4 (A) An example of a microscale profile of fluorescence from one image of the 

FIDO-Φ from Drop 7-2. Fluorescence is shown in blue and the baseline is shown in red.  

Eight microscale peaks in fluorescence (defined as regions where the fluorescence 

exceeds the baseline) are indicated by numerals. (B) The corresponding image to the 

microscale fluorescence profile shown in A. The color bar shows relative fluorescence 

intensities. The white bar indicates the fluorescence threshold for this profile; regions 

where the fluorescence exceeds this threshold are counted as large fluorescent particles. 

The areas of the image that correspond to the eight peaks identified in the fluorescence 

profile in A are boxed in black with corresponding numbers. (C) Insets of the image 

shown in B corresponding to three of the microscale peaks (2, 5, and 7) showing the 

composition of a few example peaks ranging in intensity and width. The image insets are 

shown in binary, such that the large fluorescent particles appear in red and the 

background is shown in blue.   
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Figure 5.5 (A) The fraction of microscale fluorescence peaks of a given intensity which 

contain at least one particle for all fluorescence profiles of the FIDO-Φ. Peak intensity 

(PkI) is defined as the ratio of the peak maximum to the baseline. The red line indicates 

the fraction of all microscale fluorescence peaks which contain at least one particle.  (B) 

The average number of particles within microscale fluorescence peaks of a given 

intensity. The red line indicates the average number of particles per peak for all peaks. 

(C) The average area of particles within microscale fluorescence peaks of a given 

intensity. The red line indicates the average area of particles for all peaks. (D) The 

average length of particles within microscale fluorescence peaks of a given intensity.  

The red line indicates the average length of particles for all peaks.  
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Figure 5.6 (A) The average number of particles within microscale fluorescence peaks of 

a given width for all fluorescence profiles of the FIDO-Φ.  Width is defined as the 

number of continuous points in the fluorescence profile that the peak exceeds the 

baseline, where a point in the profile ~2 mm.  The red line indicates the average number 

of particles per peak for peaks of all widths.  (B) The average area of particles within 

microscale fluorescence peaks of a given width.  The red line indicates the average area 

of particles for peaks of all widths.  (C) The average length of particles within microscale 

fluorescence peaks of a given width.  The red line indicates the average length of 

particles for peaks of all widths. 
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Figure 5.7 Relationship of sample volume size and the fractional change in fluorescence 

that occurs when one large fluorescent particle is added to that sample volume. Blue line 

shows the mean fractional change, red line shows the median fractional change, and the 

cyan line shows the 95th percentile fractional change at each sample volume respectively. 

Mean, median, and 95th percentile values were calculated by averaging these values from 

100 runs of 1000 Monte Carlo simulations each using data from the FIDO-Φ images. In 

each of the Monte Carlo simulations, the fluorescence of a single large fluorescent 

particle was added to a background fluorescence value for the given sample volume. The 

vertical black dashed line indicates the sample volume of the TurboMAP-L (~32 μL), as 

used to calculate microscale fluorescence profiles in this study. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

 Several aspects of small-scale vertical phytoplankton distributions were explored 

using a combination of field work, image analysis and theory. Insights were made in our 

understanding of phytoplankton distributions, the mechanisms controlling these 

distributions, and the implications of phytoplankton distributions to ecological processes. 

However, by considering these chapters as a whole, the individual conclusions can be 

placed in a broader context, allowing a deeper understanding of small-scale 

phytoplankton dynamics. 

 Data from a free-falling planar laser imaging fluorometer (FIDO-Φ) allowed me 

to quantify vertical phytoplankton distributions on spatial scales on the order of a meter 

and less. Although some of the results agreed with findings from previous studies, novel 

results provided a different interpretation of previously observed patterns. In Chapter 2, 

the observation of meter-scale peaks in bulk fluorescence is consistent with the recent 

discovery that phytoplankton thin layers may be common in coastal waters (Cowles et al. 

1998; Dekshenieks et al. 2001; McManus et al. 2003). However, our results suggest that 

not only total phytoplankton biomass but also the size composition of phytoplankton may 

vary significantly on meter scales, producing peaks of specific groups of phytoplankton 

that are undetectable using bulk measurements (Chapter 2, Chapter 3). This is supported 

by studies that have reported phytoplankton structure and layers with phytoplankton 

compositions different than that of the rest of the water column (Rines et al. 2002; Franks 

and Jaffe 2008). In Chapter 5, I investigated vertical phytoplankton distributions on  
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centimeter scales, yielding very different conclusions from other in situ studies at these 

scales. Although many previous studies have observed centimeter-scale variability in 

chlorophyll a or bulk fluorescence (Mitchell and Fuhrman 1989; Desiderio et al. 1993; 

Wolk et al. 2002; Waters et al. 2003; Doubell et al. 2006; Yamazaki et al. 2006; Doubell 

et al. 2009), I have shown that microscale peaks can be caused by the presence of a single 

large phytoplankter or fluorescent aggregate. 

 In this dissertation, I have also made progress in elucidating the factors that 

control heterogeneity in vertical phytoplankton distributions. In Chapter 2, correlations 

between phytoplankton peaks and physical variables supported previous work showing 

similar patterns (Dekshenieks et al. 2001; McManus et al. 2003; Ryan et al. 2008; 

Steinbuck et al. 2009). However, physical parameters alone appeared to explain very 

little of the vertical changes in phytoplankton abundance. Similarly, results from Chapter 

3 demonstrated that certain biological variables when considered alone, particularly 

particle size spectra and the distribution of other particle types, poorly predicted 

phytoplankton features. These conclusions suggest that the dynamics controlling small-

scale vertical phytoplankton distributions involve a complex interplay of many different 

variables. In Chapter 4, I developed a model that determined the maximum strength of 

vertical phytoplankton gradients through a balance of biological and physical factors. 

This work, coupled with previous models of phytoplankton layer formation, provides a 

more complete mechanistic understanding of small-scale phytoplankton patchiness 

(Stacey et al. 2007; Birch et al. 2008; Birch et al. 2009). 

 Despite the different focus of each of my thesis chapters, all of my conclusions 

emphasize the importance of measuring the composition of the phytoplankton community 
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and how it changes with depth. Chapters 2 and 3 document one way that the 

phytoplankton can vary vertically – by size, and other studies have demonstrated that 

species composition can also significantly fluctuate (Rines et al. 2002). This vertical 

structure in the phytoplankton community has important implications for local rates of 

zooplankton grazing and aggregate formation and sinking, processes which are highly 

dependent on particle size (Frost 1972; Shanks and Trent 1980; Jackson 1990; 

McDonnell and Buesseler 2010). Additionally, the results of Chapter 4 show that small-

scale changes in the phytoplankton community can strongly influence the strength of 

phytoplankton gradients that can form, since species composition determines the 

mechanisms and rates of layer formation. Additionally, knowledge of phytoplankton 

community composition is essential to understanding the effects of spatial scale on 

observed microscale phytoplankton patterns. Only with this knowledge can one 

accurately interpret distributions of phytoplankton at scales of a centimeter and less 

(Chapter 5).    

This thesis provides insight into many aspects of small-scale phytoplankton 

distributions. However, it has also revealed many issues that are still poorly understood. 

Although we have now characterized small-scale phytoplankton variability in many 

cases, a larger effort needs to be made to quantify local changes in the phytoplankton 

community, both by species and size composition. With advances in both field sampling 

devices and imaging instruments, in situ measurement of the phytoplankton community 

on these scales is becoming a reality. Since the work presented here was constrained to 

analyzing the distributions of only the largest phytoplankton and fluorescent particles, 

improved technology will also be important to more highly resolve individual 
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phytoplankton, allowing visualization of even the smallest phytoplankton. In addition, 

models of phytoplankton layer formation including the one presented here (Chapter 4) 

suggest that both physical and biological rates interact to control phytoplankton structure. 

Thus, there is a continued need for multidisciplinary sampling programs to obtain 

simultaneous high-resolution physical and biological measurements. Improved 

techniques in measuring phytoplankton growth rates, motility, and zooplankton grazing 

rates will be important for parameterizing current models and interpreting their 

predictions. Finally, phytoplankton distributions on centimeter scales are still mostly 

unknown, largely due to logistical constraints associated with sampling at these smaller 

scales. This dissertation emphasizes that to quantify microscale phytoplankton 

distributions, it is necessary to measure the distribution and properties of individuals. 

With these future steps, we will be able to link small-scale changes in phytoplankton 

distributions with large-scale processes that drive marine ecosystems. 
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